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A Westinghouse reactor in this biggest atomic power plant in continental Europe 
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now helps light Milan and power Italy’s industrial boom 

Westinghouse has supplied the world’s biggest in continental Europe. is a strain on the power resources of the 
biggest atomic reactor of its kind to The whole countryside around Milan is country, because Italy has an almost total 
Societa Elettronucleare Italiana (SELNI). in the midst of an industrial boom. The lack of domestic fuel. Atomic power... 

Located at Trino, near Milan, this plant grain-rich Po river valley is now pour- which uses nuclear fuel . . . promises an 
makes Italy the third largest nuclear pro- ing out autos, machine tools, steel and economic solution for Italy and other 
ducer of electricity in the world and the pharmaceuticals. This enormous growth power-short areas of the world. 

Sig weg 3 
You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 
write L.H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221
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O.-tober Preuteu 

Autumn has not been kind to Madison and environs. With this authentic ex- 

cuse we regretfully inform you that the Girl-of-the-Month will not appear until 

November. Why? Our photographers tell us that the rain and cold have not 

created desirable conditions for bathing-suit scenes. 

With the City of Madison contemplating the purchase of a computerized 

traffic-control system, you might inform yourself as to how it will work. Just 

thumb back to page 14 for the article by Bill Bauer. Bill tells us that Madison’s 

system might have an attachment for automatically printing and mailing jay-walking 

tickets. (The rest of the jokes are on the last page). 

You armchair sailors should enjoy the article on OMNI Navigation begin- 

ning on page 18. Bob Trump explains the system in words and diagrams. To us 

it seems like a great way to get and stay un-lost. 

Beginning on page 21 is a very special and important article. Professor Nad- 

ler, Chairman of the Industrial Engineering Curriculum Committee, has provided 

us with a very complete and thorough dissertation on IE at UW. Incidentally, re- | 

prints of this article will be available shortly. 

For your convenience, the Fall Semester Interview Schedule is within, on pages 

36 and 37.Also, Science Highlights has been expanded this year, and the jokes are 

generally brand new. Other goodies tucked away inside include a campus news 

section and an alumni page. 

| All organizations within the College of Engineering are invited to submit 

| new items for publication. Why not let people know that you aren't just vege- 

| tating? Just leave the articles in our mailbox. 

| 
In conclusion, the staff of The Wisconsin Engineer extends a cordial wel- 

come to the many freshman engineers. If you are interested in becoming a mem- 

ber of our staff, please do one of the following: Leave a note in our mailbox in 

the ME lobby, see Professor Schwebke in T-24, or stop by the office, 333 ME. 

Until we see you at Freshman Lectures next month, we have this one experi- 

enced word of advice: Study 

OCTOBER, 1965 i



“At graduation I| still wasn't sure 
a a 9 soem What kind of job!l should take 

ae eee 
6 es 

‘ es oS “Where would | fit best . . . lab, plant, field, sales, administra- | 
ae Tg = tion . . . ? What kind of projects . . . ? These were questions 
ns Meee ON ae | couldn't answer. So | looked for a company that would give 

: ree Ore: me room for lateral, as well as upward, growth. One that was 
Buea eet big enough and still personal enough that | could make adjust- 

oc - geo aS ES ments as | went along, and not get pigeon-holed. 
a peut en a4 | found what | wanted at Phillips. 

. 2 5 Re Se Of course, Phillips is big... 19th largest among industrials. 
ee ces a ie sae But as | got talking to them, | realized this was, surprisingly, | 

CG) MAY gee « pe Se ee a people-type company. Pleasant, direct, informal. Personal. | 
scapular 5 ane Y | found out a lot more, too. I'd thought of Phillips only in terms | 
A i‘ —_ SF of oil, refining, gasoline. | hadn’t known they were so deep in | 
s Riki, ie ee ' LP-gas ... Rubber... Plastics .. . Carbon Black . . . Rocket 
ee So SSeS Propellant Binders .. . Fertilizers... Packaging . . . Textile 
[ a ag : i Chemicals! And that’s a highly abbreviated list. 

oy re # ’ r ed Re o . I've been here 3 years now. I’ve had ample chance to define 
ac ae YW A my career and make changes. It’s worked out very well. 
Me Pa CLS é Phillips is a growth company, and | feel I’m growing with it.” 

oe F| BA SN That is not just one person speaking, but a composite of 
ee eh Oy, oe the kind of comments we get . . . a group picture. If it sounds 

ae ale es like the kind of picture you should be in, contact: te mn ee 
: Tee a a r ’ James P. Jones 

= Bie et PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY, — (pumps ee BARTLESVILLE, OKLAHOMA 74004 Gy mle AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

Pa ee ie” d Se. 
is HOPS. jt a i Hi re 
a if ee CO wD ai di i i. i. 

on so r 4 
Es ey, Pi 

ere A Yee 

A PHILLIPS REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON THE CAMPUS OF UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ON OCT. 20-21 
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D his look oes this loo —T 

ike an answer r j 
to global bl f i o global problems of ignorance, 
disease and physical deprivation? physi eprivation‘? 

Not yet. But we're getting closer. collect it, classify it, store it...and distribute it appropriately 

. . . . a . oo. and instantly to the people who need it. 
Behind this movement is a simple statistic with startling im- — . . 
plications for all of us — If you count all the scientists and In this light, you might consider today’s Xerox products early 

engineers since the beginning of recorded history, ninety and primitive steps along a difficult but fascinating path. 
percent are alive today! You'd be right. Yet, has anyone taken these steps before us? 

We are now in the midst of the result—an incredible explo- Your degree in Engineering, Science, Business Administration 

sion of information from every corner of the globe. And or Liberal Arts can qualify you for some intriguing openings 
somewhere within this explosion will be the ultimate answers at Xerox, in fundamental and applied research, engineering, 
to mankind’s oldest, and newest problems. manufacturing, marketing/sales, finance and administration. 

See your Placement Director or write directly to Mr. Stephen G. 

The challenges are many. First, to understand the nature Crawford, Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 1540, Rochester, New 
of this giant intellectual force. Then, to find the best way to York 14603. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

a meawat | cE XE ROX 
ee be if q bob uO i e ot Pi ts 

Ys SS Rene 

The Xerox 914 Copier revolu- Less than 3 years later, the 813 | Another revolution. An electro- TOP PHOTO: LDX (Long Dis- 
tionized the office copying in- further extended low-cost, qual- mechanical-chemical-optical de- | tance Xerography) scans, trans- 
dustry when it was introduced ity office copying. One-seventh vice called the 2400 because it mits and reproduces images 
in 1959...and really started us the volume of the 914, it does produces 2,400 copies per hour over distances limited only by 
on our way. just about everything the 914 directly from an original docu. the transmission medium. 

does except copy solid, 3-dimen- ment. No stencil or “master” Something like it may print the 
sional objects. of any kind. You press a button. morning paper at your break- 

fast table some day, or help you 
XEROX, 914, 813, 2400 AND LDX ARE TRADEMARKS OF XEROX CORPORATION manage a global business. 
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| 
By solving problems in astronautics, U.S. Air Force : 

scientists expand man’s knowledge of the universe. Lt. Howard McKinley, M.A., 

tells about research careers on the Aerospace Team. | 

(Lt. McKinley holds degrees in elec- Air Force research are often as impor- the right places, keeping America strong 
tronics and electrical engineering from tant, scientifically, as the main thrust. and free. 

the Georgia Institute of Technology and 
the Armed Forces Institute of Tech- How important is the work a recent What’s the best way to start 

nology. He received the 1963 Air Force graduate can expect to do? an Air Force career? 

Research & aio fot his It’s just as important and exciting as his An excellent way—the way I started—is 

work wit inertial guicance COmpo- own knowledge and skill can make it. through Air Force Officer Training 
nents. Here he answers some frequently- a i ee ‘ . eked ions about the place of From my own experience, I can say School. OTS is a three-month course, 
ASREC quesHons Aven £) PIBE 1 that right from the start I was doing given at Lackland Air Force Base, near 
college-trained men and women in the ital, absorbi search: That’ > of io, Texas, that’ both USS. Air Force.) vital, absorbing research. That’s one o} San Antonio, Texas, that’s open to bot 

Ste . the things that’s so good about an Air men and women. You can apply when 

. Force career—it gives young people the you’re within 210 days of graduation, or 

Is Air Force research really chance to do meaningful work in the after you’ve received your degree. 
advanced, compared to what areas that really interest them. 
others are doing? How long will I be committed 

What non-scientific jobs does the to serve? 

It certainly is. As a matter of fact, much Air Force offer? 

of the work being done right now in uni- . . Four years from the time you graduate 
versities and industry had its beginnings Of course the Air Force has accontinue from OTS and receive your commis- 
in Air Force research and development Ing need for rated officers—pilots and sion. If you go on to pilot or navigator 
projects. After all, when you're involved navigators. There fe also many varied training, the four years starts when 
in the development of guidance systems and challenging administrative-manage- you're awarded your wings. 
for space vehicles—a current Air Force nial positions. Remember, the Air Force 
project in America’s space program — is a vast and complex organization. It Are there other ways to become 
you're working on the frontiers of takes a ie many erent funds of an Air Force officer? 

knowledge. people to keep it running. But there are socitle skis . ' Z ; 

two uniform criteria: you’ve got to be There's mn Fores ROTC, a me | 
nt - . eccisogars intelligent, and you’ve got to be willin, many colleges and universities, and the What areas do Air Force scientists io-work-hard. y 8 Air Force Academy, where admission 

get involved in? is by examination and Congressional 
: ; What sort of future do Ihave appointment. If you’d like more infor- 

Practically any you can name. Of course in the Air Force? mation on any Air Force program, you 
the principal aim of Air Force research < can get it from the Professor of Aero- 
is to expand our acrospace capability. Just as big as you want to make it. In space Studies (if there’s one on your 
But in carrying out this general purpose, the Air Force, talent has a way of com- campus) or from an Air Force recruiter. | 
individual projects explore an extremely ing to the top. It has to be that way, if . . 
wide range of topics. “Side effects” of we're going to have the best people in United States Air Force | 
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Arm yourself with facts about Du Pont 

These booklets helped influence some 863 new technical gradu- § Technical men we'll especially need from the Class of ’66 
ates of all degree levels to join us in 1964. Chemists Mechanical Engineers 

For example, if you want to start your career in a certain : . . ‘ 
section of the country, you'll find that Du Pont—with facilities _Shemical Engineers Industrial Engineers 
in 28 states—will try to accommodate you. a TE TTT 

If you're interested in growth for what it can mean to you i ! 
personally, you'll be interested to know that our sales have ;  &. |. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) | 
increased more than 750% since 1937. You've probably heard | 2531 Nemours Building, I 
that R&D expenditures are a good indicator of a company’s | Wilmington, Delaware 19898 { 
future success. We spend $90 million a year on it, $60 million | 1 
of which goes straight into “pioneering research”—the discovery | Please send me the facts about Du Pont. t 
of new scientific truths and new materials. | ! 

Our booklets will answer most of your preliminary questions. 1 Name. I 
Later—or even now if you wish—we can talk specifics by letter, i i 
or face to face. Why not write us or send our coupon? We’d | ei Wstor 5 ted i 
like to know about you. \ ass_______——sMajor____##§s§=_—___—idDegree expected 

| 1 

i I 

= | My address | usps or" i 
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ' ; | 

«+. THROUGH CHEMISTRY ; City. ___Zone State 
1 I 

An equal opportunity employer Deere ee ef 
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Editor-in-Chief ....................... Robert Smith, cie4 

N c WwW Associate Editor .................... Gerald Malotke, cie4 

Articles Editor .......................... Gary Gafke, ee3 

H O U R S Photographers ........................ Robert Olsher, bs3 
Gary Gehrke, bai2 

e Artist 20.0000. 0000.....0............. James Tyndall, bs3 

Office Manager .................... Mary Ingemann, mel 

Mechanical + 

Engineering 

Building BUSINESS STAFF 

Manager .......................... Richard Friede, che2 
® 

Circulation Manager ................. Norman Frater, em2 

(Including the Advertising Manager .................. Wade Larson, me2 

Engineering Library 

and * 

Celevlator Room! BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
s Assoc. Prof. George R. Sell .................... Chairman 

| Assoc. Prof. Howard J. Schwebke ..........Faculty Advisor 

Effective | Assoc. Prof. John L. Asmuth ........ Electrical Engineering 

Immediately | Asst. Prof. Raymond B. Esser ..... Mechanical Engineering 

| Prof. David J. Mack ....... Minerals & Metals Engineering 

Clip and Save | Prof. Wayne K. Neill .............. Chemical Engineering 

we Assoc. Prof. Charles G. Salmon ...........Civil Engineering 

Monday through 

Saturday: 7 a.m.—12 m.n. 
Sunday: 2 p.m.-12 m.n MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 

| Chairman: Pror. J. R. Bisserr, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Arkansas, 
TTS mmm mmm | Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701. 

Publishers Representatives: LrrreLt—-Murray-BaARNHILL, INCc., 369 Lexington Ave- 
Through the nue, New York, New York 10017. 

efforts of your | 
Second CIES Postage Paid at Madison, Wiseoasin, nde the Act of Maret rae 

Acceptance for mailing at a special rate of postage provided for in Section , Act 
Polygon Basie | of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 

Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering 
Journal Association, 333 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison, Wisconsin 
53705. Editorial Office Hours 3:30-4:30 Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Office 
Phone (608) 262-3494, 
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ARTICLES 

Electronic Traffic Control .................... page 14 

Omni: Modern Marine Navigation ............ page 18 

The New Industrial Engineering Program at the 

University of Wisconsin .................. page 21 

THE WISCONSIN (ee See 0 ee 

The Student Engineer's Magazine Founded in 1896 

FEATURES 

October Preview .........0.. 0.0 c cee eee eee page 1 

Rambling with the Editor ................... page II 

Science Highlights .......................... page 28 

Campus News 0.0.0... 00000 e ccc eee eee) page 33 

Interview Schedule ................00..++++.. page 36 

Alum Notes ......0.06 600 cece e eee eee esses page 40 

Bottom of the Barrel ........................ page 48 

a Se ee ee ee 

THIS MONTH’S COVER 

Jim Tyndall gives his rendition of a freshman engi- 

neer’s dream. 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 
$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 

SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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= To build a rectangular color TV tube with more of a picture than the 
° earlier round tube type, and then squeeze it into a dimensionally 
2 attractive cabinet— you face almost insurmountable challenges. 

5 Just to build a conventional color tube, you must... 

2 1.—with absolute precision, lay more than a million red, blue, 
8 and green phosphor dots in a perfect triad pattern over the entire 
o surface of the picture screen. Why so tough? — because the light 
8 source for the dots is a single ray coming through a pinhole. And it 
2 must be bent by a correction lens with precise mathematical cal- 
oe culation (different for each dot) to pass through over a third-of- 
= ere . . 
3 a-million pinholes and fall exactly at a given spot on the screen. 

8 2.—Once you've figured out the phosphor dots, you must then 

bend the electron beam broadcast by the TV station so that it 
too passes through the third-of-a-million pinholes. 

These are just some of the feats you must perform. But after 
going through all this, you wind up with a tube with a neck so 
long it requires a cabinet nearly a yard deep to hold it. To shorten 

the neck requires mathematical calculations and engineering 

techniques so demanding they fall beyond any brief description. 

The complexity of the 23-inch rectangular color tube develop- 
ment is considered by some of our consumer products engineers 
even more of a technological challenge than designing some of 
the sophisticated command systems required for space flights. 

Motorola military engineers tend to disagree. 

But now that we've brought it up, Motorola has accomplished both. 

TRUST THIS EMSIGNIA (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 
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Special agent plots overthrow of hidden enemy. 

The hidden enemy is vapor in automobile fucl lines. engines of the future. Maybe someday he'll help us 
Causes vapor-lock that stalls cars on warm days. formulate a new kind of fucl for a yet-unknown engine. 

Our special agent is Dr. John O. Becker, University of How about you? Looking for a challenge—and a 
Mlinois, °64. Here he plots a temperature-pressure-fuel chance to contribute to the exciting new technologies 
relationship as he specializes in fuel volatility at our shaping tomorrow’s world? Your opportunity may be 
Whiting, Ind., Research & Development lab. One of his here at American Oil. Whether you’re a mechanical 
theories has already been proven. The next step—a engineer, as Dr. Becker is, or a chemist, mcetallurgist, 
practical application useful in re-blending gasoline. To mathematician or physicist. 
make it less prone to vapor-lock. For more information, write J. H. Strange, American 

In his spare time, Dr. Becker is boning-up on car Oil Company, P.O. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana. 

Mex Gis 
STANDARD OIL DIVISION ae AMERICAN OIL COMPANY 
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Opportunities at Hughes for EE’s—Physicists— Scientists: 

from the ocean floor to the moon...and beyond 
Hughes sphere of activity extends from the far reaches of outer space to the bottom B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. Candidates 
of the sea... includes advanced studies, research, design, development and produc- CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
tion on projects such as: © SURVEYOR— unmanned, soft-landing lunar spacecraft November 1, 1965 
for chemical and visual analysis of the moon : ie @ SYNCOM coy ine tan aus. Learn more about opportunities at Hughes, 
orbit Communications Satellite)— provides world-wide communications with only three oureducational programs; and the extra 
satellites; @ F-111B PHOENIX Missile System—an advanced weapon system designed benefits Southern California living offers. 
to radically extend the defensive strike capability of supersonic aircraft; @ Anti- For additional information and literature, 
ICBM Defense Systems — designed to locate, intercept and destroy attacking enemy consult vaur College: Placement Difector. 
ballistic missiles in flight; © Air Defense Control Systems — border-to-border con- Mp. Aud: Stitiane 
trol of air defenses from a single command center — combines 3D radar, real-time Hughes Field Service & Support 
computer technology and display systems within a flexible communications network; P.O. Box 90515 
© 3D Radar—ground and ship-based systems give simultaneous height, range and Los Angeles, Calif. 90009 
bearing data—now in service on the nuclear-powered U.S.S. Enterprise; @POLARIS Creating a new world with electronics 
Guidance System — guidance components for the long-range POLARIS missile; i 4 
® Hydrospace — advanced sonar and other anti-submarine warfare systems. ! ! 2) EVOEP y | HUGHES |: 
Other responsible assignments include: ATS (advanced technological satellites), TOW (wire-guided, Leow ceed: 
anti-tank missile system), VATE (automatic checkout equipment), advanced infrared systems, electronic HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
signal processing, Space communications, parametric amplifiers, airborne radar systems, reconnaissance U. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED 
systems, aerospace vehicle development, missile/spacecraft power & propulsion systems...and others. An equal opportunity employer.



Kambling with the Editor 
pe 

“ONE WHO TEACHES” 

Webster and the others define professor as “One who teaches, or professes 

special knowledge.” Not a particularly profound statement until you think about 

it, is it? Recall briefly your past professors, taking note of the number of teachers 

in the array. Undoubtedly the percentage reflects a less than desirable situation 

—a condition demanding explanation and comment. Generally, a good teacher is 

well-trained and dedicated, vice being apathetic and overly-engrossed in research. 

We've all had instructors (?)—TA’s through full professors—who have been 

completely apathetic towards their primary occupation—teaching. They seem to 

regard it as an unnecessary burden which takes them away from their writing 

or lab work. Evidence of this includes unavailability for office hours (or rushing 

through them), stoic lectures (prepared either years ago or else five minutes be- 

fore the class), and the complete lack of rapport between student and instructor. 

Some of our lectures have been like TV shows originating thousands of miles away. 

Now there is something to be said for the under-paid over-worked professor, to 

be sure. His institution requires him to sit through the paper jungle of committee 

meetings. Gaining the earthly salvation called tenure requires years of writing, 

researching, and brown-nosing. What brings us to gripe like this is the example 

of many faculty members, including deans and department chairmen, who still 

teach undergrad courses; and teach them well, keeping in touch with the student— 

no easy task amidst administrative and other duties. We need many more people 

like this on the faculty. 

Someone famous once said, “How nice it would be if teachers could simply 

teach and researchers research.” This is obviously undesirable, but this maga- 

zine would like to suggest that the undergraduates of today are the researchers 

of tomorrow, and that the implications of this should be considered. It should fol- 

low that the better a man is educated today, the more valuable he will be to- 

morrow. There is a happy medium for the teaching researcher (or the research- 

ing teacher), for we see examples of it in practice daily. 

Only a fraction of all college instructors have had any formal training in 

education. To expect effective teaching from them is ludicrous and getting it is 

sheer luck. And it is wasteful of time and money for an expert to merely attempt 

to convey his knowledge to others. We feel that a few credits in education should 

be required for all new university instructors, and that present faculty members 

be impressed into an institute on teaching methods. It would be well for in- 

structors to know more about the nature of a student, planning, testing, lectur- 

ing, etc., etc., etc. Granted, these things can be learned, but only by long experi- 

ence, at the expense of many students. 

Commendations are in order for the many organizations that sponsor awards 

for good teaching, as well as congratulations for the recipients. For those that 

haven't gotten an award: “The First Session of the Better College Teaching Work- 

shop will be held on...” 
R. J. Smiru 
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\ \ ho makes Here's an entirely new kind of and we’re expanding another fa- 
baby car seat. . cility for producing capacitors, in- 

It’s designed to keep children cluding a new type that’s one-fifth t e uc et seat safe and just as comfortable as the usual size. It uses a unique 
9 grown ups. There’s soft vinyl new Union Carbideplastic film just 

for the W orld S __ foam padding all around. And five millionths of an inch thick. 
special legs make it a real con- To keep bringing you these and . t vertible seat for use inside the many other new and improved younges home as well as outside. products, we’ll be spending half a e 9 We're making many new things _pillion dollars on new plant con- drivers? at Union Carbide. For the elec- struction during the next two 
tronics industry, our plants are years. The same Union Carbide that now ore ce components for 

makes electronic components computers ani electronic equip- 
for computers ment used in satellites and other 

Pp . space equipment. We’ve just built 
a new plant to make transistors 

Union Carbide Corrorat on, 270 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.10017 ¢ Divis ons: Carbon Products, Chemicals, Consumer Products, Fibers & Fabrics, UNION Food Products, Interna: oral, Linde, M & Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Plastics, Silicones, Stellite. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto CARBIDE 
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responsibility 
- LC A key dimension of any job is the responsibility 

of ‘a _—involved. Graduates who join Ford Motor Com- 

| | _ . pany find the opportunity to accept responsibility 

pod E : a bE early in their careers. The earlier the better. How- 

es a | ever, we know the transition from the academic 

: e 1, ; 4 f world to the business world requires training. 

L - —  -£ | Scholastic achievements must be complemented by 

i \ a solid understanding of the practical, day-to-day 

: aspects of the business. That is the most direct 

= A - route to accomplishment. 

Stephen Jaeger, of the Ford Division’s Milwaukee 
Stephen Jaeger . 7 ’ 

B.B.A., Univ. of Pittsburgh District Sales Office, is a good example of how it 

works. His first assignment, in January, 1963, 

was in the Administrative Department where he had the opportunity to 

become familiar with procedures and communications between dealerships 

and the District Office. In four months he moved ahead to the Sales Plan- 

ning and Analysis Department as an analyst. He studied dealerships in 

terms of sales history, market penetration and potentials, and model mix. 

This information was then incorporated into master plans for the District. 

In March, 1964, he was promoted to Zone Manager—working directly with 

19 dealers as a consultant on all phases of their complex operations. This 

involves such areas as sales, finance, advertising, customer relations and 

business management. Responsible job? You bet it is—especially for a man 

not yet 25 years old. Over one million dollars in retail sales, annually, are 

involved in just one dealership Steve contacts. 

As a growth company in a growth industry, Ford Motor Company offers 

an exceptionally wide spectrum of job opportunities. The chances are good 

that openings exist in your feld of interest. See our representative when 

he visits your campus. We are looking for men who want responsibility — 

and will be ready for it when it comes. 

THERE’S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH.. LED 

The Am2rican Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

An equal opportunity employer 
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Electronic Traffic Control 

By WILLIAM A. BAUER, CIE-4 

INCE World War II, the num- — uation of a present day  elec- is angled across the road at 20° 
Sic: of vehicles on the high-  tronically controlled highway fol- and is confined to a 4° horizontal 

ways and the mobility of the lows these descriptions. beam width. Each car passes 
American public have increased through the beam instead of along 
at a prodigious rate. Passenger RADAR it, and vehicles more than eight 
automobiles alone develop over Development feet apart will provide separate 5000 passenger miles per person The most widely used electronic _ readings. 
per year. Such phenomenal growth traffic control device, and one of 
in highway traffic has brought to the most important because it auto- Components 
light serious problems in traffic matically records vehicle speeds, The standard unit is comprised 
control. How these problems are employs a radar transmitter- of three major parts: the antenna, 
being solved with the use of — yeceiver unit. Such equipment, the power supply, and the meter 
modern electronic devices is the utilizing the Doppler principle of and. accompanying graphic re- 
subject of this article. frequency change in electro- corder. The power supply unit 

OF the three clements of high- magnetic radio waves reflected draws current from a 12-volt car 
way traflic problems: (1) human — from moving objects, was availa- battery and provides power for 
beings as road users, (2) vehicles ble in the United States before both the transmitter and_ the 
with their loads, and (3) fixed 1950. However, these early-type antenna unit. This unit contains a 
facilities for traffic movement and radar units had several short-com- receiver and a transmitter operat- 
storage, it is primarily human be- ings, not the least of which was ing on a frequency band of 10,675 ings as road users that we will be the fact that the transmitted beam mc to 10,699 me. Most American 
concerned with here. The improve- had to be pointed directly down units operate at 2455 mc. 
ment of highways and the availa- the path of oncoming traffic. It can 
bility of more powerful vehicles readily be seen that this type of Operation of a Radar 
has given the motorist more choice system is inaccurate when two or Sensing Unit 
in the distances he can travel and more vehicles are in the beam. The operating basis for the 
the speeds which he may use. By early 1959, engineers work-  radar-sensing unit is the familiar 
Therefore, most of our electronic ing for The Marconi Company Ltd. Doppler principle. A vehicle com- 
devices are designed to either di- of Great Britain had developed a ing into the radar beam reflects the 
rect the driver or regulate his prototype “PETA” (Portable Elec- high-frequency radio waves back 
speed. The device the average tronic Traffic Analyser) which was to the receiver. Since the original, 
motorist has the most direct con- to be used as the basis for similar or transmitted frequency, is in- 
tact with is radar. To give the lay- devices used by police forces and creased by an amount directly pro- 
man an appreciation of this device, traffic engineering organizations portional to the vehicle’s speed 
this article gives a semi-technical throughout the world. The sig- when reflected back, the operator 
discussion of radar and a general nificant difference between the can determine the speed by not- 
description of the other major elec: “PETA” and the earlier type of ing the interference beat formed 
tronic traffic control devices: sonar, traffic radar is that the beam, by the transmitted and received 
television and computers. An eval- emitted from a slotted waveguide, frequencies. The frequency of the 
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interference beat is an indication bala... ra on 

of the vehicle’s speed and the num- : ep. 7 

ber of beats determine the vehicle’s i c / > Se 

length. a : i —— sae 

It should be noted that most eee ol ee a 

police forces do not use radar to Ree as a ee pe ae) yr 

“trap” the unwary motorist. High- — gaggaaeay Pl. aca a —_ PT 4 

ways which are under radar survel- aw i/o ert org 

lance are usually posted as such ok —— ; ; 

to forewarn road users; in short, a —_— ff 

the device is used as a deterrent. ee — 4 a bs esiccnsais ——_— 

The detection of possible malfunc- a i... 

taken to enable the operator to im- - a =— — 

ti ‘  =—rti‘OCiCOS it——s—s—s—s—OSOSO—Csm—msésS a 
faulty condition. To accomplish  ... . ’ : 

this, a wavemeter was incorpo- Ce € : 

rated into the system to check the _.- . ,- ff ae 

transmitted frequency, and cali- — 
brating signals corresponding to 40 Figure 1.—This vehicle coming onto the Congress Expressway in Chicago is subject 

and 70 mph were provided so as to surveillance and control. Signals help maintain maximum traffic flow. 

to enable the equipment to be 

checked at any instant. In addi- 6) The number of vehicles and Such usage needs to be curtailed 

tion, it is customary for the police not the number of axles is if traffic engineers are to expect 

to carry out a “run through” with accurately counted. compliance from the citizens. 

a patrol car traveling at a known 7) Operations are independent 

speed before the start of a surveil- of weather and road surface SONAR 

lance period and again at the end conditions. A few law enforcement organiza- 

to ensure that the readings are ac- tions, desiring only speed deter- 

curate. Radar Recording Units minations and not traffic volume 

Advantages and Disadvantages While radar was designed for surveys ina local area, are NOW US- 

traffic surveillance and control ing ultrasonic detectors instead of 

There has been widespread pub- through law enforcement, it can radar units. Similar to a radar 

licity on the use of electronic de- easily be seen that it is also pos- meter, this device also operates on 

vices to check speed, particularly sible for individual communities to the Doppler principle, but em- 

the use of radar, but there is still use radar “traps” as a source of _ ploys inaudible sound waves as the 

some resistance to this method. revenue. Because the public con- detection medium instead of radio 

However, the advantages of radar siders electronic devices infallible, waves, Vehicles moving through 

far outweigh its vulnerability to in- very few persons challenge the the narrow detection beam cause 

terference and relative high cost validity of tickets issued by radar. a shift in the length of the reflected 

(approximately $1200 for a unit However, communities using re- waves. The frequency of the re- 

produced by Motorola, RCA, cording devices incorporated with turned audio waves is directly pro- 

Philco, or Sylvania.) Over pneu- the radar meter are well prepared portional to the speed of the ob- 

matic tubes and other mechanical to meet court cases brought by served vehicle. This speed can be 

devices used for speed checks and citizens apprehended by a radar read off an indicator coupled to the 

traffic volume surveys, radar has unit. A visual record of the viola- receiver. 

these advantages: tion plus the use of accurate checks Disadvantageous requirements 

1) Radar can discriminate be- usually convince the people of the for use include permanent installa- 

tween individual vehicles, validity and accuracy of radar- tion and 115 volt alternating cur- 

even in dense traffic. sensing units, thus increasing their rent. The antenna is attached 

2) It has a range of 2 to 100 confidence in their police force. about 15 feet above the highway on 

mph with an accuracy of + ; Communities actually interested — overhead arms or _ bridges. Di- 

2, mph. ° in efficient traffic control all use rected at the oncoming traffic, the 

ittle technical. skill 4 automatic recording devices. narrow beam permits the unit to 

3) Little technical skill 18 Graphs derived from these record- provide a very sharp zone of de- 

needed x0 operate it because ers provide traffic engineering di- tection. The sensing units are con- 

of its simplicity. visions with accurate surveys of nected to the receiver by shielded 

4) Radar can easily be installed vehicle speeds and volumes at spe- cables and may be located up to 

with no traffic interruption or cific points. However, police de- 300 feet away from the transmit- 

pavement cutting. partments using radar merely as a ter-receiver. Since there is no con- 

5) The site of installation can faster and easier way of appre- tact between vehicle and detector, 

rapidly and easily be hending motorists are interested in there is no deterioration from traf- 

changed. radar only as a source of revenue. __ fic wear. 
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TELEVISION secutive cameras may be hooked street duty who is completely sur- 
In the past, traffic control has up to the same control column. rounded by vehicles and can see been a case of systems controlling Rubber mounted lenses enable only his particular section. 

traffic. The traffic engineer’s goal is the views to be changed rapidly A point of special importance to eventually have the traffic con- from wide angle to specific dis- for urban traffic control is the pos- trolling the systems, To do this he tances. This makes possible both sibility of recognizing potential has developed several traffic sens- general observation of an intersec- traffic jams by means of the televi- ing instruments, one of the most ion or the control of traffic con- sion camera and_ taking prompt important being television, By gestion at a distant bottleneck. remedial action. In many of our means of closed-circuit television When there are interruptions to metropolises the streets. can no 
cameras feeding data into a re- the flow of traffic, the telescopic longer handle present traffic vol- ceiver at the traffic control center, lenses enable the observer to deter- umes, and even where the capaci- engincers can feel the demands of | Mine if the delay is caused by ties of the streets just meet traffic changing traffic volumes and ad- stopped vehicles or an accident. needs under normal conditions, the just control systems to meet these The transmission of pictures be- slightest disturbance of the smooth demands. Most frequently, televi- tween the cameras and the con- flow of traffic leads immediately sion monitoring can be used for trol center is by coaxial cable for to major congestion and traffic jams overriding the central control of most fixed cameras, For some fixed which tend to spread with great individual signals phases, holding cameras and all mobile cameras speed. Television monitoring, com- green and amber phases as long as transmission is by a directional bined with a good communications necessary. Where one man sta- radio setup. There must be visual system and the use of traffic radio tioned at cach intersection could contact between the parabolic patrol cars, is effective in forming control his one area, the use of antennae of the transmitter and rapid countermeasures to remove television dispenses with manual the control center receiver. Direc- the obstructions and keep traffic police traffic control and adjusts tional radio links are best suited moving smoothly. the flow of traffic along an en- for the greater distances, They 

tire avenue to the rhythm of the — have the advantage of not being COMPUTERS green waves in the streets dis- confined to one place, but merely The pilot study of automatic charging traffic into it. have to be re-directed when the control of traffic by electronic com. 
Mobile or Fixed Canieras location of the Canters. 1s changed. puter was undertaken in Toronto, a . . “ The television eye has given Canada in 1959. The computer The application of television for good service even at dusk and at proved to be so successful in pro- traffic observation raises the ques- night. When visibility is poor the viding a flexible, reliable, and co- tion of whether mobile or fixed camera conveys a clearer picture ordinated signal system connected 

CAMETAS: aC TO be used. The deci- of events by way of the television to an existing traffic signal network, sion depends on what is to be ob- screen than an observer on the that it was decided to install a 
served. With the mobile camera it spot. The streets are clearly digital computer on a permanent is possible to watch a large aise. marked on the screen through basis. Planning incorporated some and at the atin: Ne observe dis- street lighting, store windows, and 100 signalized intersections, three- tant points on approaching roads. advertising sings. The number of quarters of which formed a small A fixed camera makes possible the approaching automobiles can ac- closed network in the downtown constant observation of traffic in curately be gauged by the vehicles’ area with the remainder lying 
a Tinted Ges such as a village headlights. along two intersecting arteries, square or an important bottleneck, 
and requires no direct) manual Advantages Necessary Equipment 
operation. The picture is always Traffic observation by means of Most complex signal systems re there. while a mobile camera must television cameras has considera- aie installation of mpeeaized 

maiete Hirani: eomect Bae er nees OEE GEE, @he and expensive equipment at both 
. ae ss the central office and at each inter- Operation te 8 coneeatle ns oe section, but this is not necessary ss oo a‘ . cee 2 for computer control, since any Fixed cameras are usually tion on the spot is restricted in type or combination of types of ex- mounted on poles 32 feet high and space, whereas television allows isting local signal controllers can be can be operated from the control observation of considerable depth. used. To be operational, a com- room. By means of control col- Also, reports by individual observ- puter controlled system requires: umn similar to an aircraft steering ers are always influenced by the . control, the camera may be posi- surrounding conditions, while at 1) A computer of adequate size tioned both laterally and vertically the traffic control center, away for the assigned task, al- so that the desired sector can be from the rush and tension of the lowance being made for eXx- brought under observation very traffic, a clear and objective view pansion of the system and its quickly. The operator is also can be formed. Moreover, the few use for other work during helped by his instinct since the officers permanently on duty at the hours it isn't needed for traf- movement of the control column center have far greater experience fic control. 

produces an identical movement of and a better grasp of the pattern 2) A communications network the camera. In some cases two con- of traffic than any single man on link the computer with the 
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various intersections and 2. 7 

vehicle detectors. —_— 

3) A modification device on the enn CL Bee 

existing signal controllers to TRA FIC | ae 

4) A monitoring device to en- _ pee Awe ee : 7 7 

able the computer to deter- | COMPUTERS ee. r i 

mine the signal indication | 25 |COUNTEE > 1 é 

showing at any time. 2 ml ee i as ld 7 

5) Vehicle detectors to indicate : : 

traffic patterns as well as _  TeveL | yy o TAPE 

sone . odie fim PRINTER HM PUNCH 
The modification unit, which al- 7 | / 

lows the computer to take over and _ 4 —) > _ i \ 

operate the existing local signal | MAP |. 4 , | FLEXO- a eel 

controller, consists of two relays, 4 DISPLAY | , «WRITER REA 

one of which deactivates the _ Va COMPUTER 

normal timing device and, at the , “oe 

same time, establishes a circuit Figure 2.—Typical inputs to a traffic-controlling digital computer. 

whereby the other relay can acti- 

vate the signal switch thus produc- matic selection. One of these sub- called for at different times of the 

ing a change in phase. This allows programs deals with the start of day. Or the selection may be de- 

the computer to switch the local system operation, another with termined by actual traffic condi- 

controller from its automatic to its shut down, and the remainder with _ tions _ so that, for example, all 

manual mode of operation and the selection and application of the signals on a street carrying one- 

then change the signal display as yarious modes of control which — way traffic might be arranged for 

required. While under computer may be applied to any signal or strict progressive movement. If the 

control, the normal hand switch is group of related signals. traffic pattern should become ran- 

disabled so that if, for any reason, To initiate system operation, a dom, the operational plan may call 

manual control of the system manual start order from the con- for the formation of queues. 

should become necessary, permis- sole selects the appro riate abe 

sion must be obtained from the program which ane aes the Example 

central supervisor who yanet Grob computer to begin reading ini traf- The use of a UNIVAC 1107 and 

that interseetion out of is system: fic data and information received its accessories as installed in To- 

A pilot light is provided to advise poy, signal monitors. The program Tonto is exemplary of the speed of 

police officers and others that the also specifies the order in which a computer in controlling traffic 

mmf, 48 under system control. individual signals should be taken signals. Though each signal is ex- 

The mpgnitor provides the com= under control and the exact point amined and adjusted on an in- 

puter with mnstantancous inforimiar in their normal cycle at which this dividual basis, the working speed 

| ton concerning ithe state of the should occur. By, matching incom- of the computer is such that the 

signal. This provision simplifies the ing information “against its instruc- whole system comprising 1000 in- 

programming, since it syuuis Gtnets tions, the computer can activate tersections is scanned once every 

WASE have to be given this informa- the “hold” circuit at the appro- second. In the approximately one 

tion at the start of each period of priate time for each signal, thus millisecond devoted to each signal 

system ‘operation and. swould have assuming control of the entire sys- the computer must: 
to remember successive changes. tain in a matter of seconds . cs 

The monitor also provides an auto- mma mae , 1) Read the vehicle detector in- 

matic check on the system’s opera- Having assumed control of the puts and update the counts 

tion by determining immediately system, the computer follows an stored in its memory. ; 

whether or not an ordered signal operational plan which specifies for 2) Compute a traffic density 

change has taken place correctly. each individual intersection in turn factor. ; ; ; 

If it has not, the computer can _ the control sub-program to be used 3) Read the signal monitor in- 

take steps either to correct the er- in determining the signal timing puts and update the elapsed 

ror or to drop it out of the system and also the constant character- time for whatever green in 

and, at the same time, notify the istics, such as street widths, de- showing. . 

operator of the need for service. tector distances, turn prohibitions, 4) Check the operational plan 

parking restrictions, etc. required in effect to determine the re- 

Operation for computation. Many operational quired control sub-program. 

The operation of the computer plans are available, with the one 5) Compute from the control 

is governed by a master control actually in use at any instant be- sub-program and the static 

program containing a large num- ing chosen either manually or auto- intersection characteristics 

ber of sub-programs, each de- matically by a special selection the correct length for the 

signed for a specific purpose and sub-program. If done automatic- green interval. 

capable of either manual or auto- ally, different plans might be (Continued on page 42) 
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e OMNI: Modern Marine Navigation 

By ROBERT L. TRUMP, ME-4 

ITH the development of a compare Omni and conventional 117.9 megacycles which are con- VG radio receiver by the systems. Finally, the advantages sidered VHF just like television 
Enac-Triton Corporation, and disadvantages of the Omnisys- and FM radio stations. Like tel- 

yachts and commercial vessels can tem will be discussed. After read- evision, the reception is approxi- 
now use the aeronautical Omni sys- ing the report the boat owner will mately “line of sight” which does 
tem to pinpoint their position, The be able to decide whether he not affect the reception in the air 
Onni system has been used for air- should have an Omnigator on his but does limit reception on land or 
craft for over 15 years and was boat. water. 
developed because of the need for itti i 
improvement over older systems, OPERATING EQUIPMENT Of the B00 sontoge eee ocean. The older, low frequency systems In the mid 1940's planes were ing, more than 150 Omni a NinnE 
of radio direction finding were pot only traveling very fast but are near enough shorelines of the subject to static, bending of beams, their numbers were ever increas- Great Lakes and the coasts to be false signals, and were not accurate ing. It soon became apparent that useful for marine navigation. As or fast enough for modern aircraft. a new method of navigation was shown by Figure 1 most ar the 
Phe Omni system does not de- needed. The old “beam” was just coastline of the United States and pend upon skill or experience, and not adequate for modern high much of the Great Lakes is covered bearings can be determined quite speed aircraft. The “beam” was by the Omni broadcasting stations. rapidly. subject to static, bending, false Table | gives the location of the With the Triton Marine Omiga- signals, and was not fast enough. Omni stations that are close enough 
tor the modern boatman can take An accurate, multi-directional, sys- to the shoreline or high enough to advantage of the aeronautical tem that did not depend upon skill be useful. 
Omni ranges for shortrange or experience was needed, The Approximately 400 more stations 
coastal navigation. It is the pur- system should also allow the pilot are being planned. Enough of pose of this article to give the boat to determine exact position by tak- these should be close enough to the 
owner enough information to de- ing cross bearings. After several Great Lakes and coastlines to give cide whether the Omni system will years the Omni system was devel- complete coverage in the near 
be advantageous in his particular oped. It incorporated all these future, 
application, This report will be an features and more. The Omni stations broadcast a 
explanation of the Omni_ system Omni stands for visual Omni- different signal in each of 360 dif- and a comparison between Omni directional Range (VOR). Instead ferent directions which correspond and conventional RDF'’s and of using a low frequency signal, to the 360 degrees of a compass. ADIs; howev er, it will not be an the Omni system consists of more The signal received is the mag- “Owners” Manual. than 800 high frequency radio netic bearing of the station receiver First. the operating equipment transmitters which blanket the is tuned to. Since only the proper will be described and explained. United States in a pattern useful signal can be received, there is no The operation will then be de- to air navigation. The operating possibility for error and no skill is scribed with several examples to frequencies are between 108 and involved. 
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Each Omni station transmits a Fim 8 {i 
‘ode and : ‘ ificati . ; Pps he ee 
code and voice identification so bZF jt Re ee ‘ 

there is no possibility of taking a A ay he ; \ eof f MF 
bearing on the wrong station. Each a. 0 i 4 Pgh si aan : ¢ ed. PiereResunss: % Z 4 / 
station also broadcasts up-to-the- Ee! , ae We bY, Bin 

minute weather information, in- \ [One Loe ty fee Wa Goo Aes) 
cluding wind speed and direction, | Oe: Rigi! , Ch ae ay | Soe j tb ; Pope we | 
barometer pressure, and any y Po}, ; ] Li — rod FEES | 

3 5 y : ee } oS REY 
special weather bulletins that \ KEY ; i ; Kd at 

i ve peed i : ‘ Set hs 
that would be useful for navigation (a. x to es I ee Gm 

in the area. “ee / a a : [Lowe fl 

af ‘ Ge ! j SNctaacaael ik Ny fo 
Receiving Equipment hg i i ieas i FS 

ieee Pte ead 3 f fF 

The Omni signal is received by AN cass npteoMb ts fi 
the Marine navigator by using a ag , CK \ 
“Triton Marine Omnigator.” This is . we \ Voy 
a specially designed radio re- 4 Aue 2s, 
ceiver built by Triton, a division of ‘ Coe” % ey > 

tots . Y 78 99-6 
the National Aeronautical Corpora- Se dune wey gy 
tion, a company that has been SCALE OF ites ‘ Arty 7 > 
building fine airbourne electrical Figure 1.—Omni coverage on U.S. coasts. 
equipment for many years. Triton 
has recently redesigned a conven- 
tional aircraft Omni receiver to 

ord e ke neta Sin nine use. In be mounted almost anywhere, 000" 

to "ed oO. - Is 1 view to extent since the VHF signal is not very 
iL a ae the Gicuy e ih AE susceptible to interference. For is #ebE ane 3 F . 

ne i Wah ho ie 2 4 maximum range, however, the an- “01 
fen oe the tine ©: ‘sui tenna should be mounted as high 

— 2 : : 
lon range t rf 4 ar te 1) ouiles as possible. The receiver can be . 

fromm sts, dh di a ihe mounted overhead or on a shelf 200 290° 
a Sté Ce x : + 

jooatie sta aad a "ae aati eC and is connected to the antenna 
ocation and elevation of a station. with a thin coaxial cable. 
The Omni receiver is basically a . 

very sensitive FM receiver which 03S 
7 : 5 OPERATION 

enables the navigator to determine 180" 
which of the 360 radials from a When using a conventional radio 
given station he is on. The receiver direction finder (RDF) the Figure 2.—Omni radials. Ship bears 
weighs about 13 pounds and uses operator tunes in a broadcast band 20° true from transmitter. 
about 30 watts of electrical power. radio station as exactly as he can, 
The ante is a very simple, light- ither sometimes with the « ‘ 
oe a ti ry § : h & ee by ee a a d loop antenna until a null, or point 

vei 2 8 a ch can er. ates the : : : weight dipole antenna which car aid of a meter. He then rotates the oF yo signal, is determined. The 

bearing of the station is then & 
read off of a dial below the 
loop antenna. 

TABLE 1.—OMNI STATIONS CURRENTLY IN USE With the Omni system the bear- 

ATLANTIC COAST Hampton, Va, PACIFIC COAST GREAT LAKES ing is determined by the transmit- 
(North to South) Baltimore, Md. (North to South) ting station. A different signal is 

. imi N PUGET SOUND LAKE ONTARIO 8 
eee te ie, Muntie Besgn Sc. Vancouver, B.C. Watertown, N.Y. sent out for every degree. Several 
Portsmouth, N.H. Charleston, S.C. ellingham, Wash, Rochester. Ys ‘ . 3 “ + 
Boston, Mass. Brunswick, Ga, Bort Angeles, Wash, Toronto, Gnt. different radials are shown in 
Falmouth, Mass. Jacksonville, Fla. eeetfie’ Wash, Stirling; Ont. Fisare 2: ‘The ship st - ] 

Neatucket’ Mass. Vero Beach, Fa " Hoauiam, Wash. LAKE MICHIEAN igure 4, Lhe ship shown can only 
7 hi Je ja, Ore. }, Mich. receive >» oj g ‘Orres i 

Mavigence ee M255 Fe Lauderdale, Fla. Newport, Ore Fallston Miche. receive the signal corresponding to 
Quonset Pty RS Biscayne Bay, Fla. Been or ely: Gal Bee atone the 20 degree radial and therefore 

LONG ISLAND SOUND Gna Fortuna, Cal.” Northbrook, 1. 5 
Norwich, Conn. BAHAMAS Point Reyes, Cal. Milwaukee, Wisc. there can be no doubt that its bear- 

iat) a SAN FRANCISCO BAY . * 

Bildgeport, conn Nassou Sausalito, Cal. LAKE HURON ing is 20 degrees. 
ort, Conn. jamilton Field, Cal. ont. si : : _ 

beer Fork wt GULF COAST Napa Cal. cat Peck Migne The operation of the Triton 
Riverhead, L.I. te t) _—“ in ich. . . + + ., 

East Hampton, Li fe Ma aa San Jose, Cal Saginaw Mich Marine Omnigator is quite simple. 
Westhi h, Lt. 7 2 * ‘ , - . 2 
Roiteay international Risport Sarasota, Fla. Big Sur, Cal. ie SyPanior The set is first turned on and the Golt's Neck, Nu. St Petersburg, Fla. San Luis Obispo, Cal. pevcorigh, Mach 
Belmar, N.J- Panama City, Fla. Santa Maria, Cal. Houghton,’ Mich. station is selected in a similar man- Bornegat Ns Valparaiso, Fa. Vandenberg AFB, Cal. hougtias, Mich, idl: : oviato, Cal. . nm, Ont, . 23 
Sea Isle [Cape May), Nu. Mobite, Ala, Santa Barbara, Ca. Duluth, Minin. ner to selecting a television a iss. jentura, Cal. a 

Waterlog (Rehoboth), Del. White Lane, La. Santa Monica, Cal. LAKE ERIE channel. To make absolutely sure Kenton (Dover), Del. Sabine Pass, Tex. LA International Airport Dunkirk, N.Y. . ' ) 
New Cast Dal Palacios, ex Santa Catalina, Cal Aylther Ont. _— the receiver is on the correct sta- 

Gape Charles, Va. Ra Sorpus, ree San Diego, Cal. Cleveland, Ohio. tion the identifying code or the 
Norfolk, Va. Brownsville, Tex. Lindbergh Field, Cal. Sandusky, Ohio . : sf . se 

voice identification may be heard 

Note: in certain areas where only one Omi station is within ange, the Omai bearing can be crossed with a OF bearing or toran tor. _- by turning the volume up. 
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With the desired station tuned N 
in, an azimuth wheel is turned 
until the needle above it is cen- 
tered. With the needle centered Land Water 
the reading on the azimuth wheel Omni 
is then the magnetic bearing of Shifts Lye of Position GO° cf 
the station. A “to-from” indicator af 000. —<———F 
shows if the bearing is to or from XYZ K-4e ~ |e 4 
the station. If the navigator wants < Os 5c, gt 6 
to steer a course toward the sta- \ 2 “are ah 

tion he uses the “to” reading. If N 
he wants to travel directly away 2 

from the station he merely rotates a 

the azimuth wheel until “from” is 
indicated and he can read_ the Figure 3.—Determining position using a single Omni station. 

proper course directly. 

EXAMPLES 

Two examples of the use of 
OMNI will now be considered and 

compared to conventional naviga- 
tional practices. First, let us as- 
sume we are about 25 miles from 
shore and we can only pick up one 
Omni_ station. We would like to 
determine our position and since 000" 
we can only receive one station we 0 

can't determine our position by 
cross bearings. Let us also assume 
our course is 226° and our bearing 
on station XYZ is 90° as shown in 
Figure 3. hos Angeles Lnvernational birport 

We then travel for 30 minutes at 270° LAX 13.6 ° 

a speed of 10 knots. We know that Yi 290 
we have travelled 5 miles and we 
find that our final bearing is 103° 
from station XYZ, We would draw 
lines A and B on our chart which ie 

are our two Omni bearings. Then 
with a parallel ruler and set of 180 
dividers we would determine a 
line that is parallel to 226° and the * £ San Paleo Channe/ / 
distance along it and between lines ¢ $ Magnetic 
A and B is equivalent to five miles. Go KX «@ Worth 
Since only one line CD can be \ *s x 
drawn that is 5 miles long we know x § < 000 2 W - 

that C was our starting point and w 
D is our position now. wr 

+ <s & 
Can the same procedure be used Se “ 

with the conventional system? Yes, ey Finish Ss 

but it would take quite a bit longer, 
and since conventional navigation <80° SOK Santa Catalina 
is hindered by some of the prob- em Sx SXC WE 

lems mentioned earlier, the posi- ze N Sy 
tion would not be nearly as 270° ZS 290° 
accurate, 

LT 

Let us now consider a naviga- Start x 
tion problem around Santa Cata- & 
lina Island) which is shown in = 
Figure 4, Under normal conditions x 
this would be no problem. How x 

ever, in a fog the boatman would ~ 180° 

have to rely entirely on sae Ibseay Figure 4.—An example of a navigation problem in a fog from 
(Continued on page 42) Catalina harbor to Isthmus Cove. 
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ew Industrial Engineering Program 

e e e e 

at the [ Jniversity of Wisconsin 

By PROFESSOR GERALD NADLER 

HE College of Engineering at is the set of tools, albeit changed What Is Meant by a Manage- 

"Time University of Wisconsin and improved with new ideas and ment System? 

has offered some traditional | mathematics, developed by Taylor A management system is two 

| Industrial Engineering courses as and _the early pioneers—the time or more human and/or physical re- 

part of the Mechanical Engineer- studies, plant layouts, methods sources that are effectively co- 

ing curriculum for some time. studies, incentives, production con- _ ordinated or interrelated to 

However, the increasing com- _ trols, and quality controls. Others achieve _a function or purpose. 

plexity of real-life systems, the feel it is the study of production They exist in any kind of organiza- 

great demand for Industrial En- and manufacturing processes, es- tion, Examples of management 

gineers in industry and education, __ pecially metal working, to achieve _ systems, thus illustrating the scope 

and the growing bodies of knowl- _ greater productivity. A recent of IE are: medication administra- 

edge in Industrial Engineering group feels IE is the new set of tion in a hospital; automatic die 

have created a need for the de- tools developed since World War casting, inspection, machining, and 

velopment of a new and expanded _—II—computers, linear program- finishing production line for preci- 

program in Industrial Engineering —_ ming, queuing theory, inventory sion pulleys; service orders system 

at The University of Wisconsin. models, and game theory. for a telephone company; plant 

To implement this program, But the program at Wisconsin layout and materials handling sys- 

Master and Doctorate degree pro- asks why should the limitations of tem for a storm door, window and 

grams in Industrial Engineering specific techniques or specific screen manufacturer; checking and 

were offered as of September 1965 realms of study limit the range of marking system for a large depart- 

and an undergraduate program is IE? Is there a concept of IE that ment _ store; preventative mainte- 

being planned for September 1966. has intellectual foundation, states nance system for missiles in under- 

The development of a distinctive a role in our society, and utilizes ground silos; inventory and pro- 

and long range view of what IE old and new sciences and tech- duction control system for a multi- 

should be and the resultant pro- niques as needed for its role? The plant, multi-warehouse garment 

grams, both undergraduate and University of Wisconsin believes manufacturer; and a planning and 

graduate, are the themes of this that IE can be freed from its control system for a research and 

article. limitations, and given a significant development project for an elec- 

What Is Industrial Engineering? direction. — tric control manufacturer. 

; At The University of Wisconsin, 

_All TE's agree that the profes- —rofessional Industrial Engineering What Is Meant by Design? 

sion started with Frederick Taylor's is the discipline responsible for the Design has as its main purpose 

scientific management, but the un- design of management systems. the multi-dimensional specification 

animity stops there. Some feel TE ‘This design is accomplished by the of the precise conditions for each 

application of scientific, engineer system characteristic (function, in- 

Professor Nadler is chairman of the ing, quantitative, and social knowl- put, output, sequence, environ- 

Industrial Engineering Division, College edge to increase productivity, en- ment, equipment, and method). It 

of Engineering. courage individual enterprise, and also includes the steps of system 

enhance human dignity. identification, development of sys- 
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tem alternatives, information mankind, application of sciences evolution of management systems gathering, system selection, and related to physical phenomena and (“grow like Topsy”) needs to be system installation. Design of man- energy, and utilization or resources. replaced by design of management agement systems can take place By such definitions, IE is engineer- systems. The day is past when an when it is necessary to solve a ing: It designs real systems, the organization could assume that its problem or eliminate a difflculty management systems illustrated new or existing products, services, with an existing system, when an above. It applies physical and en- outputs, and systems would organization has a planned pro- gineering sciences and energy con- emerge into better states to meet gram to better already satisfactory cepts, and also applies the new cost competition or provide greater existing systems, and when a new sciences concerning the physical service per dollar of input. The system is needed for presently non- behavior and attributes of human need is to study and design the existing products or services. beings, operations research, and integrating systems in an organiza- 
administrative sciences, thus _ tion rather than merely permitting What Is the Relationship of IE slightly increasing the spectrum of them to emerge. to Other Engineering? sciences that engineering uses. It | . . a, : utilizes the resources of nature by Why Is Industrial Engineering Industrial Engineering takes on optimally relating physical items Needed? 

a role that is directly comparable and energy and human capabilities In addition, the development of to other branches of engineering. and energies into management sys- _ scientific and mathematical models The electric engineer designs net- tems, thus slightly increasing the for such situations has created a work and radar systems; the me- spectrum of resources that engi- demand for engineers to design chanical engineer machine and neering should utilize. IE is the those integrating relationships and energy conversion systems; the particular exploitation of organiza- transformations that will effectively civil engineer, vehicular transpor- tional, human factors, and manage- utilize human and physical re- tation and building systems; the ent control concepts, but every sources within our society. This is chemical engineer, organic and assignment needs full reliance on best understood by noting that inorganic chemical processing SYS- the engineering sciences used by many basic laws, models, and ‘ems; and the industrial engineer, all engineers. theories represent the resources in- management SYSTEMS: Manage- Industrial Engineering is recog- volved in a given management sys- 
ment systems design (MSD) is nized as a full partner in nearly — tem. Thus a management system quite distinct from management, sixty ECPD accredited institutions. can involve an individual human which is the operation and control In addition, the American Institute being (pertinent theories are psy- 
of the Inanagement ‘system: “Chis of Industrial Engineers is now a chologicai and physiological), ‘a relationship is identical to other ene constituent member of the ECPD, single machine (mechanics, phy- simeermg where the machine sys- the first addition in almost thirty sics, etc. are pertinent), groups of fem: Is operated by a machinist, years. people (sociology and administra- nok the mechanical engineer de- ” The development of new tech- tive sciences), or many machines signer, the radar system bya tech- nologies and the complexities of (operations research, cybernetics, nician, not the electrical engineer management systems mean that and control theory). designer, and so forth. Although ° 
cach type of engineer consults 
with and secks ideas from the 

ee operator (s) of his present or pro- oe ~~ ,,,r,rt~s~—Ctsts 

ways. Two definitions should suf- , (ot |_..—C—”—i=s/'' 

or science of making practical ap- -_ a ~— plication of the knowledge of pure | : . | sciences such as physics, chemistry, _ : 3} 3=— biology, etc.” The Engineers Coun- é Lele ys a oo cil for Professional Development no a he says “engineering is the profession a ae 2. ; — in which a knowledge of the i. ty i o a) : ae ) mathematical and natural sciences | Jee. 1a bi o ed “ ‘ gained by study, experience and oe Me age cee rat : 1 o : practice is applied with judgment Ve 4 i ne mead ee to develop ways to utilize, id 7 — : > economically, the materials and a ee : e forces of nature for the benefit of 5 - 7 / cp | mankind.” -—- Fa ‘~ . 7 is [ SO 
There are apparently three basic a - _ considerations in these definitions: a J — design systems for the benefit of Figure 1.—Chronocyclegraph analysis of assembly task. 
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8 cco Fr eee ee 2 anaveme! ; » reaniza- 

: 1 Fr 
Cl the management of one organiza 

ee r—™—s—eOONNN 
tion; teachers in universities, tech- 

. errrrtrtrs—~—~—aia‘_ONStsisi*C*CSC®C nical institutes and industry; and 
lr : a a > > fs 

Pr _ _ administrators of the ITE function 

’ — LLULUrUrt™~—~™ ce i and Research and Development 

: fi a 8 activities. 

a ff ‘ = 
. ef 8 a . 

1 ete oo? ee 5 a What Are the Bodies of Knowl- 

i . OF ee ee edge in the New IE Program? 

a a a The MSD approach requires 

’ he 2 ee a | : z 

, a : AO Ja several areas that effectively bring 

 . SS «i > a : together old and new techniques 

4 ES ee 4 in IE, drawing on the merits of 

— ee... <= oe 2 . ‘ 

— =. | ~ each, into logical groupings regard- 

‘ = i rr ‘ esis 

™* aay la - ing the objectives: 

> mo. < Systems concepts involve three 

ay, Qs : broad ideas: design strategies (sys- 

~~ +™M~ Gai» a tem design approach, effectiveness 
i... Fyn _ < measures, system characteristics 

al — — and theory), system evaluation 

‘ _ -_  < (economic evaluation, decision 

‘ Vw |. ke) theory), and system optimization 

. oe , (deterministic and_ stochastic, al- 

Figure 2.—Special data analysis of oscillographic records from a locations, simulation ). 

system research project. 
, 

Management Control concepts 

include three areas: control theory 

(feedback, adaptive, cybernetics), 

. engineering statistics (sampling, 

The key engineering question is many others for Industrial Engi- experimental design, Bayesian 

to find the means of transforming neering students. They advertize — analysis), and control system ap- 

these basic laws, models, and extensively for Industrial Engi- plications (cost, production, 

theories into significant interrelat- neers in professional, technical, budget, inventory, quality). 

ing models. For example, a scien- and business publications. Oreanization concepts involve 

. °, . ‘ rgamizatt oncepts ve 

tific finding is the 6Y% and 7 bit 4 oc 

ay eG P form: 5% carpet These people also recognize the such areas as organization theory, 

per second information processing staat tO ‘which the demand. for ; sation Tanks ad networks 

rate of human beings, but this extent to which the demand for communication links and networks, 

needs to be tnasformed into ar. Industrial Engineers has mush- group behavior, information proc- 

: BS ee , be roomed, Hospitals have indicated essing, planning theory, informa- 

ticular job design  specificantions. their is for Industrial Engi- : hace srial manage- 

Industrial Engineeri sséaych eir needs for Industria ngi tion retrieval, material manage 

ndustrial Engineering researc srs: by fostarins the format are aa aa 

has done this by developing a thi neers by fostering the formation ment, organization for automation, 

as » this by developin ir- : 
: y ping of a separate Hospital Manage- research and development theory, 

teen factor model method to . 2 federal 5 . : 

. : ment Systems Society. The federa and technical project planning. 

measure during design the amount — Gjyi] Service has established a 

of information to be included in gogniti eet eee Human Factors concepts include 
efinition of Industrial Engineer- shine systems, human 

a task. ing to aid government agencies in man-machine systems, . 

: : 6 a Bove S : work models, physiological cost 

Another illustration concerns the hiring this kind of person. Defense . Sa i } 
pain alli ; i enn models, work measurement, hu- 

scientific availability of a basic establishments have many divisions yan information processing, and 

queuing law or model to describe and sections of Industrial Engi- human sartortaiiee ‘studies 

storage requirements between sta- neers. Industrial countries of the The wae of organization in 

é 4 + a 2 2 f: La 

tions on a sequential production world seek many more trained In- which the Industrial Engineer will 

line. This model cannot, however, dustrial Engineers. The activities aeule manufactu ring, hospitals 

be solved. Thus, the IE in design- of the American Institute of In- : : = oy. 

. ‘ a se agriculture, food processing, mar- 

ing the system, needs to develop dustrial Engineers indicate the keting, ete-—involves a fifth body 

an algorithm, an heuristic ap- great growth in numbers of In- of Knowledge Because there is no 

proach, or a simulation model dustrial: Engineers. way of predicting the type of in- 

based on the queuing law. : : ° : ; 

i 8% The demand far outstrips the dustry where each student. will 

What Are the Empl ‘ supply, and the needs for IE ap- work, courses in this area of study 

° ba amie pear to be growing geometrically will be optional. The student may 

PP . while the supply increases linearly. use his elective hours if he does 

Project directors, personnel di- The directions one can pursue in want courses concerning a specific 

rectors, and managers of industrial IE are also very broad: practition- technology for a type of organiza- 
dust y p gy for a typ 

and other types of organizations ers in any kind of industry; re- tion. The Engineering College at 

increasingly seek Industrial Engi- searcher into operating and man- —_ Wisconsin, for example, has two 

neers. They send many requests to agement systems; consultant to strong programs in production and 

the University of Wisconsin and various organizations, or even to materials processing and others in 
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hospital finance, agriculture, urban po 7 _” planning, and so forth are equally oo — & i 
as valuable. oo Lo, " 

oe i ae ~~ —. a What Principles Are Used in De- a .-- as oo é | veloping Undergraduate and _ 4 y ay Mite | Ff Graduate Programs in IE? _ . | N =, (PP | | 
The new IE definitions must be - | ea 4) ee oT q supplemented with a broad view of i _ ; [a we — 

total education. A sophisticated in- : om : . :- ia an sight into IE shows how programs ry =_ ra can be developed for the benefit | : id S = on ba Y 3 r! 
of the student, not just for a narrow | 4 | = * bs Ss 
technical job. Every TE student at ‘. _ ' PCY) : | Jad zs 
Wisconsin, at all levels, will re- oe 7 6 of = ——— : a ce | fee [ye ae A fundamental education. The _ So NS . . : _ r - Um subject matter will have wide ap- _ . = <— plicability, not related to just one a i 7 -_ ; _ : vocational pursuit. The faculty will Ce ; . SG | 
not try to map its own interests or | : i — i is » - professional activities onto the stu- | - : La ~~ -—- >. dent. The student should be able — — ams to apply his knowledge in any type _Figure 3.—Dean Kurt F. Wendt of the College of Engineering, left, inspects of organization rather than in just equipment granted to TE Division, with Mr. Kenneth Noslandes, Director of Manus a 5 ‘ facturing for Union Carbide’s Linde Division, and Professor E. H. Obert, chairman one. No one knows the kinds of of the Mechanical Engineering Department. management systems that will 
need to be designed even ten years 

from NOW: 30 fundamentals are es- neers should use research when Are Interdisciplinary Programs sential a the: TE’ program, Thus needed within a design program. Available? basic engineering, as well as social This emphasis will help to design Tt ait L freedoms for and mathematical sciences are the simplest possible systems when ne traditional freedoms Or stressed. h Be lexity ic 8 faculty and students at the Uni- 
. , . ypercomplexity is a rampant versity of Wisconsin have en- A broad education. Teaching ob- characteristic of design in today’s couraged many joint programs. jectives will be to develop the abil- world. Engineers should seek tO The new IE programs will follow ities of the student/s mind in what- measure the simplicity index of a in this pattern and provide many ever direction it seeks. Many aca- system, avenues for a student to follow: 

demic areas are available from An emphasis on courses as the commerce, statistics, computer which the student can select his start, rather than the completion, science, operations research, ad- Program: All University resources, of education. Life-long learning is ministrative science, industrial re- including the liberal arts, will be an absolute must in today’s chang- __ lations, and many other combina- involved. ing technology. Every course will tions. Several university-wide com- A flexible education. A minimal provide a vivid portrayal of un- — mittees in which IE is active al- fixed program will be required of solved problems and directions as ready exist to aid in developing undergraduates, leaving many well as the basic tools to be used in such programs; for example, the credits for free electives, Although eventual solution of such problems. Operations Research and Admin- a particular course or two might An emphasis on multi-variable istrative Science Committee, In- be required of all graduate stu- decision processes. Design objec- dustrial Relations Research In- 
dents, all programs: will be ar- tives go beyond strict dollars and suituite; and the Social Systems Re- ranged to suit the interests and cents. After all, Russia is as inter- search Institute. 
background of each student. ested in the objective of increasing Thus, interdisciplinary efforts An objective or engineering productivity as is the United are a natural result of the IE role. oriented education. Both design States. The difference between ef. Internal to engineering there are and application are worthy  pur- ficiency, the greatest technical out- many possible ties in content and suits. They constitute reduction-to- put for a given input, and effective- joint appointments: One electrical practice which is one of the three ness, the optimum arrangement of engineer received his MSEE with intellectual activities—analysis, all variables that will produce a a thesis that concerned an IE in- synthesis, and reduction-to-prac- more successful system than the — strumentation need, PERT and tice. The virtues of design objec- technically efficient system, will be similar controls are fundamental tives will be maintained even stressed. The latest techniques— theories to IE and important areas though graduate level education computers, operations research of application to CE. Process sys- introduces more research emphasis. and management sciences—are tems design in ChE and IE op- There is no need to apologize to thus brought to play in the IE timization developments in dy- science and research, and_ engi- education. namic programming are finding 
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great compatibility. Mass transit of the four concept areas of IE. and objectives are still quite dif- 

models developed by IE are sim- Several free elective courses will ferent—operation of a manage- 

ulated and used by traffic and be available for him to pursue his ment system or organization com- 

transportation studies in CE. Pro- own interests, which may take him pared with design for industrial 

duction processing courses for the into other fields of study or into engineering. The management 

Milwaukee graduate program will greater depth in a specific field. group at Wisconsin’s Commerce 

be developed in cooperation with School agrees that even a specific 

MME. A systems committee in the Is Industrial Engineering the Best course, like production planning 

Engineering College involves IE Name for What Is Offered? and control, would have a com- 

with other branches in other joint There have b weral susses pletely different emphasis in IE 

programs. External to engineering, _ There have been severa’ sugges" than in Commerce, even though 

; : tions to use names like Manage- : ; 

IE will have the usual engineer- : : some of the same techniques might 

; mae wide vas ment Engineering, Management : i ; 
ing relationships and possible joint Sesrem npineeti and Man be involved, PERT, for example, 

appointments with its science yStem Aueine ring, an ane would illustrate in the Commerce 

vee . : i agerial Engineering to replace In- 
areas: Research into efficiency of : : : a: School how a manager could make 

, er . dustrial Engineering. Perhaps it is , - . 
simulation is conducted partly by operating decisions to reduce ac- 

. ; : true that Management Systems En- fa : : hes : 

consultations with operations re- , : : : tivity times in the critical path 

- ite Ss ; gineering best describes what is be- ee Se aaa 

search specialists. Experimental iam done when a crisis arises, whereas PERT 

design and response surface re- ng © “ec ee in industrial engineering is a net- 

search and teaching are joint ef- However, the “industrial” in IE work control system to be designed 

forts with statistics, Heat transfer Must be interpreted OM a broad by using appropriate statistical 

and metallurgical structure bring basis, not just manufacturing. concepts. Thus much more time 

physics and chemistry to IE. Eco- There are many industries other —_ would be spent on PERT in Com- 

nometrics and organization con- than manufacturing—telephone merce emphasizing the algo- 

cepts in IE will work together in  COMPaM’S, meat processing, hos- — ;ithms without exploring the ra- 

modelling staffing patterns and pitals, department stores, govern- — tionale of the technique. Another 

systems. Response and _ transfer ment agencies, agriculture, non- — example concerns inventory con- 

characteristics of human beings profit associations, defense bases, trol where IE would design the 

bring psychologists and IE to- etc-—where management systems decision rules concerning reorder 

gether. Computer Sciences and design or IE is essential, now be- points, order quantities, and safety 

IE, along with EE, will need to ing used, and recelving increased stock, whereas commerce seeks to 

interrelate in the growing area of demands for service. Engineering operate such systems with their 

information processing and re- also signifies design and the attend- decision rules, based on a good 

trieval. ant responsibilities within design. understanding of the mathemat- 

Therefore, Industrial Engineer- ical foundations. 

What Are the Specific Areas of ing is returned and is considered 

Study in Which a Student best because the term industry is What Type of Research 

May Concentrate? and can be applied to large seg- Would Be Done? 

As a summary, the graduate stu- ments Ot en hot oe IE 's Several broad categories of re- 

dent may major in the concept a recognized branch 0! ee search will be involved in Indus- 

areas—systems, management con- ing at_many muniversilies aa trial Engineering. Several ex- 

trol, organization, and human fac- Tt we bet ae aan bar © D. amples of categories should illus- 

tors, a combination of two or three t is better to change the concept trate this direction. 
f these, or i © thé: sate of Industrial Engineering as we are : ; 

Of ‘these, ‘or an one: OF Me: ee doing at Wisconsin than to develop Experimental research. Deter- 
disciplinary fields mentioned & E ‘ni acs ari 

ry: a new name. This accords with | ™ining the effects of various lub- 

above. In this latter category, there 7 : : doatine: oils 1 life, establish- 
are five & fie interdiscipli what happens in each engineering ricating oils on tool hie, establish 

are five specific interdisciplinary branch when it. periodically ing basic equations of human mo- 

fields already available where an Oya ges its hasis yet retains its tions, controlled experiences of dif- 

IE division staff member can be ngessdtscempnasis: yer rerans ie p i ; 
: . ca > old name. ferent design methodologies, col- 

the major advisor in administrat- lecting data on group decisions- 

ing a student’s graduate program: making, ete. 

Operations Research and Admin- What Is the Difference Between a . Sevelopi dels 

istrative Science, Engineering Sta- High Quality Business Admin- 5 se J EYE ae “eh ili 

tistics, Production Processes, Engi- a and Indus- for straig i ine oe ction aa 

neering Management, and Indus- tial Engineering: ties, estab En c eave staal 

trial Relations. Other interdis- The outstanding business ad- as procec ra eve oping shore 

ciplinary combinations can be — ministration programs are inte- Me ens i een bark ac "for 

arranged as needed for a specific grating significant mathematical et the ie wn and 

student. techniques within each of their posited. munera Ss, ne ing 

The undergraduate student will  areas—finance, marketing, produc. “TeSPONSS Services applicability, ete. 

get a core engineering education tion, personnel, insurance, real Field. Determining the operat- 

(mathematics and_ statistics, estate, legal, etc—and requiring ing characteristics of an inventory 

sciences and co'nputers, engineer- _ higher mathematical admission control system, establishing models 

ing sciences, and humanities) with levels for students. Although quite for mass transit, determining re- 

approximately two courses in each helpful for them, their emphasis (Continued on page 47) 
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, ' . . . He’s finding it at Western Electric 
When the University of Nevada awarded John Lauritzen ment for the Bell System's revolutionary electronic his B.S.E.E. in 1951, it was only the first big step in the telephone switching system. learning program he envisions for himself. This led him If you set high standards for yourself, educationally to Western Electric. For WE agrees that ever-increasing and professionally, let’s talk. Western Electric’s vast knowledge is essential to the development of its engi- — communications job as manufacturing unit of the Bell neers—and is helping John in furthering his education. System provides many opportunities for fast-moving John attended one of Western Electric’s three Grad- careers for electrical, mechanical and industrial engi- uate Engineering Training Centers and graduated with neers, as weil as for physical science, liberal arts and honors. Now, through the Company-paid Tuition Refund business majors. Get your copy of the Western Electric Plan, John is working toward his Master’s in Industrial Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement Management at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. He is Officer. And be sure to arrange for an interview when currently a planning engineer developing test equip- the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus. 
a . 
Am Western Electr Ic Manufacturing and Supply Unit of the Bell System / An Equal Opportunity Employer 
= 

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities O Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. O Teletype Corp., Skokie, Ill., Little Rock, Ark. 0 General Headquarters, New York City 
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Who is Olin? Olin is a world-wide company with 39,000 a | Piller, co cn a 

employees developing, producing and marketing products from eight i “ > a , 4 

divisions: Squibb, Winchester-Western, Chemicals, Metals, \ . : ! Ve i 

Agricultural, Ecusta, Film, and Forest Products. With corporate ha oc... & 7 % - 

offices in New York City, the firm operates 60 plants in 30 states Squibb Divisign: Malcolm H. Von Salza (Ph.D, U.of Wis: 

with plants and affiliates in 37 foreign countries. Tastitute for Medical Research. Sclentistiet (hee avike 

What are the types of work at Olin? Olin’s great diversity oe “a Vie P "y 

provides a broad range of opportunities in the technical science and _ Ff 

engineering fields. Emphasis is placed on the B.S. and MSS. chemical, . «i a 

industrial, mechanical and metallurgical engineering student ee : ne), ‘ 

for assignments in plant operations, process control, product le i) ‘ dbs J 

development, quality control, production and marketing. Advanced. i | x — 
: : is e. A 

degree M.S. and Ph.D. chemists and metallurgists work in fo 1 & eo 

central research and development improving existing products \ he OS * 

and developing new ones. Men with liberal arts and business Winchester- Western Division: James, P. Silver (B.S.M.E., 

backgrounds find rewarding career opportunities in the administrative Washington’ Us). 8 Berle Ma crine idon manuiectiriig 

functions, marketing, and some areas of manufacturing. equipment. . soi 

| What are the opportunities at Olin? Olin recognizes people as > ‘Ue 

its greatest asset. Your future growth and career is as important to = i 4 

the company as it is to you. You will be given thorough i ; ‘ oo Wand) 

on-the-job training in your first job to prepare you to accomplish your | — | i 

career objective. You will learn and progress, according to your i oa a na 

ce c ; : : : ; : a ea) 

ability, working with skilled and experienced men in various pee’ yt a i, i 

a on a A 3 Sah i ent. 

assignments. For additional information about Olin, please contact om 7 1 \ \ 

your Placement Office or write Mr. Monte H. Jacoby, i eo hae 7 AY 

‘i ‘ Metals Division: Larry Dix (Met. E., U. of Missouri) is a 
College Relations Officer, Olin, 460 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Metals Division: Lavy Sllurgist at the Brass Operations 

plant in East Alton, Ill. 

—_— it - a 

i. aa Pe ~maee 

oo 
on 

Chemicals Division: George D. Vickers (Hampton Insti- 
tute), research analyst at the Research Laboratories in 

New Haven, Conn. is studying the structure of organic 
compounds by nuciear magnetic resonance. 

eo eye ey Be 
Ped I Phe 

oe SS ae oe 
coe 4 , 4% P| st a % 

ee en ee 
Ve MO hc 

a ay OO 
om Fe prs | 

ca Q . Bale ae | 
Corporate: Errold D. Collymore, Jr. (Michigan State) is a 
personnel staff assistant. He selects, screens, tests, eval- 
uates and interviews professional job candidates. 

y vey a sei gee a Ys 

" — i oe 

ee 

Ecusta Paper Division: Richard Seiler (Chemical Engi- 
neering, Louisiana Poly.) is a Senior Chemical Engineer 
at the Research and Development laboratory in Pisgah 
Forest, N.C. 

arays 
Clin 
‘An Equal Opportunity Employer.” 
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DRAWING AID SAMPLES FOR print and ozalid methods. The 9” x 12”, at 60¢ a sheet, to 12” ENGINEERS AND DRAFTSMEN sheets are available in a complete —_x 18”, at $1.00 a sheet or in large Cello-Tak, specialists in preci-  T@Nge of screens, tones, patterns, 18” x 24” sheets at $2.00 each. dion fabreated graphic arts re- textures, lines and symbols from a Gold, silver and fluorescent colors quirements, is offering a package 10 line screen to an 85 line screen, _are slightly higher. 

of drawing aid samples to engi- in tones from 10% to 60% in each Cello-Tak Transfer Type is neers and draftsmen at no charge. line screen, in jumbo 13” x 20” utilized for meticulous lettering 
The package includes samples of sheets, priced at $1.10 each, or 10” with a maximum of clarity, a mini- 
transparent, self-adhering, micro- * 13” half-sheets, at 60¢ each. mum of work and it provides the 
thin, matte-finish sheets of Cello— Cello-Tak Color Film is used to least expensive way to add type, 
Tak Shading Film, Color Film and @dd matched, standard printing or hand-lettering, to mechanical Transfer Type, as well as useful, ink colors to layouts, drawings and drawings, layouts, cia 
informative booklets. 2 ssyyq  xhibits or any art medium. 

Cello-Tak Shading Film is used | | The letters can be applied to 
in the preparation of mechanical E | iene ~*~*~<‘“isSéprractically any smooth surface, 
drawings and artwork requiring | | coi rs a such as wood, paper, cardboard, 
screen or shading effects. The ee el Ree plastic, glass, metal or acetate 
shading film allows the artist to ro ene oe Peering | photos and become part of the pre-select screen and tone without ay a. Sly < } finished work simply by lightly 
having to rely on word description, | pe / a rubbing them down with a pencil 
to printer or engraver, which, or- al a Oe —_CO“=é#éOintt or stylus. 
dinarily, can be misinterpreted. Bo Y To" a The sheet is transparent and The film, engineered for sharpness, | : — easy to handle. If an error is made, opacity and uniformity, offers the ue ae “the letters can be removed with opportunity to see, in advance, : masking tape and guide lines can what a particular screen and tone final art, without the danger of — be erased with a kneaded eraser will look like before reproduction. specifying colors not available to without harming the lettering. 
The acetate sheets are printed on printers and they ensure an ac- The sample package of Cello— micro-thin, transparent, matte- curate preview of what color will | Tak shading Film, Color Film and finish film with “touch and _ stick” look like before a plate is made or Transfer Type, with booklets, can pressure-sensitive, heat-resistant color proofs are pulled. The be obtained at no charge to engi- adhesive backing that is easy and Color Film is supplied on micro- neers and draftsmen by requesting clean to work with. thin, matte-finish acetate, featur- them from your art supply dealer 

The film takes pencil, ink and ing Cello-Tak’s unique “touch and or by writing Cello-Tak Mfg. Inc. I gs 1 y & & > water color smoothly, without stick” pressure-sensitive, adhesive c/o Sample Package Dept., 35 crawling and can be used in any backing and comes in 220 colors Alabama Ave., Island Park, L.L., 
printing process, including blue- and tints. Sheet sizes range from N.Y. 
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NASA ASKS SCIENTISTS TO 

PROPOSE SPACE FLIGHT th 
C Ascent Stowage 

REQUIREMENTS R 2 Cubic Feet 

Oa oe \ SSS 
A major portion of the National \ \ 

Aeronautics and Space Administra- | “an 

tion’s semi-annual publication in- << S KS 

viting scientists to propose space WN 

flight experiments is devoted to oO 

Apollo manned missions, some of Y | 5 

which are sities study. - \ of] y ro 

The publication, “Opportunities ] Oy AK yer 

for Participation in Space Flight J) FESS C| 

Investigations,” gives 44 of its 107 y SS 

pages to the Apollo missions. BMA DSA 

Detailed descriptions and time- me 4 

tables covering a wide range of {| Se. // 
NASA flight projects, manned and X < 

6 ay 2 i ; 
Ct > 

unmanned, are provided in the X | Fp 

publication. It is prepared and dis- BN .. 

tributed domestically by the NASA g SA AT \ 

Office of Space Science and Ap- a Zz x POT) Cc) 

plications and distributed interna- EF Ws \ w 

tionally by the NASA Office of In- i258) 
ternational Affairs. jf <—~ \7/ SN 

Copies are available from the C#) > aN 

Superintendent of Documents, US. Descent Stowage 

Government Printing Office, Wash- 42 Cable Feet \\ 

ington, D.C., 20402, for 60 cents. C¥) 
The opportunities include plac- —= 

ing scientific instruments in avail- This National Aeronautics and Space Administration sketch shows areas where 

able space on unmanned satellites scientists may pack experiments aboard the Lunar Excursion Module of the Apollo 

and orbiting observatories, sound- manned lunar landing mission. The 17 cubic feet of space available for scientific 

ing rockets, balloons, the NASA equipment is divided between the descent stage (15 cubic feet) and the ascent stage 

Convair 990 and X-15-A2 research (two cubic feet). The two cubic feet are reserved for lunar samples that will be 

returned to Earth. The descent stage and its stowed equipment will be left on the 

planes, lunar and Martian explora- Moon. Various small spaces on the ascent stage may allow a total of about one 

tory missions. cubic foot for the return of other equipment. 

Proposals are sought for includ- 
ing experiments on spacecraft in 
such major NASA projects as Lunar 

Orbiter, Surveyor, Voyager, Orbit- surance of institutional support, savings resulting from greater free- 

ing Solar Observatory, Advanced and the scientific adequacy of dom this technique gives the de- 

Orbiting Solar Observatory, whatever apparatus is proposed, signer to select members that pro- 

TIROS, Nimbus, Explorers and a duce a balanced, economical de- 

joint U.S-Canadian satellite, NEW STRUCTURAL DESIGN TECH- sign. It is expected that savings re- 

ISIS. NIQUE PROMISES SAVINGS IN sulting from plastic design will be 

Flight dates generally cover the BUILDING CONSTRUCTION approximately 10 to 20% of un- 

period from 1966 through 1972. Improved designs are now pos- fabricated materials cost. 

Deadlines for proposals vary ac- sible in construction of steel-frame Until 10 years ago  steel-frame 

cording to each project. high-rise buildings as a result of buildings were designed on the 

While the publication describes recently completed research on basis of “elastic theory”. In_ this, 

opportunities on missions planned _ plastic design—an improved struc- engineers design a building's struc- 

for the near future, the scientific tural analysis technique that takes tural members such as beams and 

community is invited to also pro- advantage of the substantial re- columns so that stresses are kept 

pose investigations which would serve strength of steel beyond its below specified limits in the 

require missions not presently yield point. elastic range of the material. 

planned and to submit design A primary advantage of plastic Beyond this elastic range, steel 

studies for future scientific inves- design is that it gives a designer a deforms at a higher strain rate but 

tigations. more realistic understanding of still has a substantial capacity to 

Proposals are reviewed and how a building’s complete struc- carry additional loads. Plastic de- 

evaluated from the standpoint of tural system responds to the loads sign recognizes this reserve 

scientific merit and technological it must carry. strength and uses it to advantage 

feasibility, the competence and ex- Several economies can be gained _in selecting the sizes of beams and 

perience of the investigator, as- with plastic design, including cost columns in a_ structure. Conse- 
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os y MN a a ae TF oe duced additional information from a : llr Cee re % ¥ . : —rr— et which new structural design con- po 28 a mnt | F | = cepts were evolved. These new 
a Ee. data now makes it possible to ex- - 4 ‘ | | 7 tend the plastic theory to the de- bb emer a oo a sign of multi-story steel-frame ae . ike A\ pe z- _ buildings. if Se IN ee ae / : =. epee er es Pe ed / The economic benefits offered 
| Soon o> r : vs | a by plastic design will be important a “aS 9 Jams fe d res ile “TGs in the construction of commercial ae en Ai Le i 7S Ll Al ie | and institutional buildings as well xo 3 ae Wy SUES Wy 4 a Gar as structures for industrial use, | ee Peles 3 7 iy Vine i i ae ry public utilities, government and ia es | ee . ‘ / other public buildings, research i i eee ae yy ” a ec 7 el ome y facilities and parking structures. ? 

ce ° hi Ar i. el a i A : vae | , rie : a S/N a | rane ary r 7 TALK TO THE 1620 
ier ae en Z AR ie > A ms AN | ra on Communicating with computers gn We SS aa PAN 4 oo =a (Pomc i. is the theme of an International | PL aes ime. PSK Pe ted i __ Student Essay Contest sponsored E ‘i = ee by SIGPLAN, the Special Interest ia an a zal al mr Group on Programming Languages wal: | FS Le ya 7) cae feeeme™ = of the Los Angeles Chapter of the re Bl] Se fee ay Be A —— |. Association for Computing Ma- ia | 7 on A | en ot i» | -_— chinery. The Group is offering a ee” Or 0 aA <e ie cls | $100 first prize, a $50 second prize, fs meen eas” ees sh : a < and a $25 third prize. The contest 
ie Rae if ' ic. rules are: 

d . o | a : Any full-time college iver 
ae f seal <<. } _Any full-time college or univer- ir rye So _— ho i sity student, graduate or under- 7 ‘a2 cal x bi Beene i . wr | graduate, may enter. 

a ig ~ = Entries must be in English, and 
4 a i bee . should deal with the technical, eg BP saccge np eclies philosophical, or social aspects of ofp Ts aa” he. communicating with digital com- t ‘ a oe puters, with emphasis on the lan- ~~ . ee i ims Z Threestory, twocbay test frame was used dur anh lastic design of guages that may be used to direct Threess ory, two-bay test frame was used during research on plastic design o} or control the computer’s opera- multi-story buildings conducted at Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh University, : ‘bl ef under the sponsorship of American Iron and Steel Institute and other organizations. tion. Entries must be legible (pref- The test frame is 30 ft. high and 30 ft. wide and is constructed of 12B16.5 beams, erably typewritten) and may be 6WF20 columns at each end and 6WF25 column in the middle. Hydraulic gravity- any length up to ten thousand load simulators mounted in a_ special support structure apply loads to the frame words. Entries must not have been while more than 100 strain gages and other instruments detect and record reactions . * nt hatte cit 

previously published, but they 
for later analysis. 

. 
need not report original research. 

quently all structural members are conference will be held at Lehigh Entries will _be judged on. in- designed so that they work to- University, Bethlehem, Pa., this terest, originality, and | clarity of gether at their maximum strength, summer for practicing engineers thought and style. Duplicate prizes 
Another advantage of plastic de- and engineering educators to ac- wall not be awarded. sign is a substantial potential re- quaint them with the new design Entries must be received by the duction in design time. And where theories and with practical meth- contest chairman no later than 3 lasts sera neeiiTbe ¢ vevaxryai ods for applying them. January 1966. Awards will be made plastic design results in less weight : ! . ae a for x bitte; sae. eave Eon Research in plastic design at in February 1966 and will be pub- or a building, further economies : : 7 ’ ; : . . Lehigh began in 1947. By the mid- licly announced as soon thereafter can be gained in steel transporta- 1950's. e hi tests had bee . ae sible. Only the winners will tion and handling costs and. in ivoU's enough tests had been per- as possible, Only the winners wi f i . a ns as formed and enough information ac- be individually notified, and no OUTIGHO On construction costs. cumulated to formulate plastic de- entries will be returned unless ac- Owners, builders and financers sign methods for one and two-story companied by an addressed-to- of high-rise buildings such as of- buildings. In 1958, building codes self, stamped envelope. fices, apartments, hotels, hospitals in the U.S. were revised to permit For more information, write, or and educational facilities will plastic design in such buildings. send your entry to: Chairman, benefit from plastic design as en- The recently completed research SIGPLAN Essay Contest, Los gineers and architects become at Lehigh University, sponsored by Angeles Chapter, ACM, P.O. Box familiar with this technique and American Iron and Steel Institute 892, Pacific Palisades, California apply it in their designs, A special and other organizations, has pro- 90272. 
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Your first job...will it be all you hope for? 4 
i 

MINE WAS, and it has never ceased to be. I joined HOW ABOUT YOURS ? We hope that you, too, will 

United States Rubber as a chemical engineer right after iin 2 ie you're hint for at United States 

my graduation in 1952, and the years since have held a mer. PO Oe oe part 0 ‘ team Hheaticin the list Sve 
- . : years, obtained over 500 patents—more than our two largest 

series of stimulating challenges. Why U.S.? A lot of competitors combined. You'll join a select group of 2,000 engi- 

things influenced my choice. I knew there'd be a variety neers and research personnel, working for one of America’s 

of projects there, the programs you'd find only in a large largest industrial companies operating 74 plants at home and 

company with great diversificati Td hee d that US abroad. You'll join a company that makes 33,000 products. 

pany : Bn BE GIVETSE nea ton. : near at US. Less than half of our business is in tires, and U.S. is one of 

encouraged individual responsibility in an atmosphere of _ the nation’s largest producers of textiles and chemicals. You'll 

freedom. I knew of the Company’s record for leadership join a Company that, more than 100 years ago, made the first 

in technical advances. At U.S. Rubber I’ve learned that manufactured vulcanized rubber product and where, today, 

the C ganas eosdl ; . . . we contribute our resources and skills to atomic research, 

ne Company regards men of industry and imagination  9¢eanography, the latest designs in space stations and 

as their most valuable asset. hundreds of other exciting projects. 

UNITED STATES RUBBER 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N.Y. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

THE FIELD IS WIDE “U.S.” offers a comprehensive variety of career opportunities to Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical, Indus- 

trial and Textile Engineers as well as to those with degrees in Physics, Mathematics and Chemistry. Contact your placement office 

to determine when a U.S. Rubber recruiter will visit your campus. Before you decide on your first job, have a talk with him. 
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Designing this processing unit—one of the health field; a synthetic rubber having both a host of new challenges—and opportuni- largest of its kind in the world—was just the resilient qualities of rubber and the ties—for those who set for themselves the one of many recent challenges met and manufacturing versatility of plastic; a highest standards of performance. At overcome by Shell. And there are many retail marketing installation, the Shell Shell, they include graduates | in many more waiting to be tackled. Your own Motorlab, for the precise diagnosis of auto- disciplines, particularly engineering, chem- future at Shell can involve some of the mobile ailments; and a catalyst for rocket istry, geophysics, physics, geology, mathe- most challenging engineering, scientific fuels. matics and business administration. and business problems in the world— Shell is experiencing such dynamic Shell representatives will be glad to along with many of the broadest career growth that it has become the fourteenth answer your questions about the Shell opportunities. largest industrial corporation in the United Companies when they visit your campus. The diversity of Shell’s interests is high- States in terms of sales. Growth is bringing You also will receive full consideration if lighted by several recent achievements of you send a résumé to Manager, Recruit- Shell people in providing new products, ment Division, The Shell Companies, Dept. processes and techniques in the petroleum E , 50 West 50th Street, New York, N.Y. and chemical industries. These include: a 10020. An Equal Opportunity Employer method of drilling and completing wells in THE SHELL COMPANIES « Shell Oil Com- water more than 1,000 feet deep; a medi- INF pany ¢ Shell Chemical Company « Shell Devel- cine for the rapidly expanding animal opment Company « Shell Pipe Line Corporation 
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FORTY ENROLLED IN AIM A weekly telephone hookup and kee campus. This is the first year 

Wisconsin engineers who want visits by instructors to the student's that students from UWM have par- 

to up-date their professional train- community are regular features of ticipated in the cooperative 

ing while they stay on the job are the AIM Program. Each AIM stu- PEQeraN: . 

taking four new off-campus courses dent also is given personal counsel- The Wisconsin students who left 

this fall under the University of ing by his major professor. ; in July to spend their junior year 

Wisconsin AIM mechanical engi- . The AIM mechanical engineer- in Monterrey are: Fred Kraut- 

neering program. ing program grew out of a class kramer, Thiensville, and Thomas 

The AIM (Articulated Instruc- begun in 1963 at the Trane Com- Pierce, Milwaukee, both studying 

tional Media) classes, which began pany in La Crosse and was ex- electrical engineering on the Uni- 

in September, include automatic panded last spring to provide of- versity’s Milwaukee campus; and 

controls, advanced thermodynam- ferings to students throughout the James Drost, New Auburn, and 

ics, graduate heat transfer, and ad- state. At the present time some 40 Richard Robert, Madison, both 

vanced heat transfer. engineers are taking graduate metallurgical engineering, and 

“We hope to reach engineers in classes through the Programs Charles Meyer, Colby, nuclear oe 

every company in the state with For more information; write Prof. gineering, and Ross Wilcox, New 

our expanded program this fall,” Edward Obert, Chairman, Me- York, chemical engineering, all 

said Prof. George Sell of the chanical Engineering Department, from the Madison campus. 

UW mechanical engineering 1518 University Avenue, Univer- Coming to Wisconsin this year 

department. sity of Wisconsin, Madison 53705. will be Monterrey engineering 

“By up-dating engineers on the students Paul Tellez and_ Jose 

job we are promoting both the en- WISCONSIN-MONTERREY Usabiaga, both mechanical engi- 

gineering field and Wisconsin busi- EXCHANGE PROGRAM neers, and faculty members Carlos 

ness and industry,” Prof. Sell said. BEGINS FIFTH YEAR Trevino, electrical engineering, 

“Too often Wisconsin engineers Six undergraduate engineering and Jose Manrique, mechanical 

have had to leave their jobs to at- students from the University of — engineering. 

tend on-campus classes or have Wisconsin will spend the coming The Wisconsin—Monterrey — ex- 

had to move to jobs out of state year studying “south of the border” change _ program, inaugurated in 

where graduate classes were avail- in Monterrey, Mexico. 1961 under a Carnegie Corporation 

able at nearby schools.” Two students and two faculty grant, is the first cooperative ven- 

Under the AIM mechanical en- | members from the Instituto Tec- ture in engineering education be- 

gineering program, students com- nologico y de Estudios Superiores tween the U.S. and Mexico. In the 

plete assignments at home and in Monterrey will spend the past four years 24 UW engineering 

mail them to Madison for correc- 1965-66 academic year at the UW students have spent a_ year at 

tion by University professors. Stu- College of Engineering as part of Monterrey and 10. students and 

dents take mid-semester and final the exchange program. faculty members in engineering at 

examinations at Madison with resi- Four of the Wisconsin students Monterrey have studied and done 

dent students enrolled in the same are from the University’s Madison research at the University in 

classes. campus and two from the Milwau- Madison. 
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7 Another of your future’s many facets at Monsanto 
NS 

With a company growing as fast as Monsanto (annual sales quadrupled to a hefty $1.2 billion in little more than a decade), design of new plants, equipment and systems has never been so important. Engineers are needed to apply their skills and knowledge ...in known and unknown areas... to help us manufacture the new and improved products that move Monsanto ahead—500 new products in the 
last 10 years. 

We can show you what this means in terms of increased professional opportunity +++ how Monsanto’s continuing expansion affords more and interesting growing be room for you. 
Ni i 

See your Placement Director to arrange for an interview when we visit your campus ionsan 0) soon. Or write today for our brochure, ‘‘Your Future and Monsanto,’’ to Manager, . Professional Recruiting, Dept. 961, Monsanto, St. Louis, Missouri 63166. XK { 
An Equal Opportunity Employer ® 
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How loné is 
your shadow? 
——_—_— 

At Douglas you can make it reach 

to the moon and beyond in outer 

space programs. Or make it a bul- 

wark against aggressors in some of 

the most vital defense projects of 

our time. Or let it fall on magnificent 

jet aircraft programs that are shrink- 

ing the world. You'll be doing 

. 
important work, requiring both 

: 
energy and creativity. But the re- 

ae 
wards in rapid professional growth 

are great. Many young graduates 

a have become supervisors at Douglas 

in only a few years. So if you'd like 

‘ r 
to make your mark on tomorrow, 

nes get in touch with us. We're an equal 

. opportunity employer. 

\ x 
—_—_—_—_—$_ ———___—__—__—_ ava 

: ee ee ™ Send your resume to 

e iS ee L. M. Kilgore 

ae Box 697-X, Corporate Offices 

Pend 47 Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc. 

eli Santa Monica, California 
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Interviews held in Rooms 1148 A-M, University of Ilinois Grad. School A.M. Eastman Kodak—PhD’s unless otherwise noted. (Specific room Youngstown Research & Development International Nickel (Huntington Alloy assignments will be posted on the day U.S. Army Engr. District Mitro Corp. P.M. of the interview on the Placement Office “ Northern States Power bulletin board, which is located between Friday, October 15 Phillips Petroleum (2 of 2) A.M, Rooms 1144 and 1148.) American Appraisal Pittsburgh Plate Glass (a.) (1 of 2) Bree apes epee a . Amoco Chemicals Corp. Raychem Corp. NOTE: This list is subject to change. Anheuser Busch A.M. Westinghouse (1 of 2) Be sure to check the Engineering Place- Belle City Malleable 
ment Office bulletin boards for latest Collins Radio (2 of 2) Friday, October 22 information. Notices will be placed on Corning Glass (2of 2) Battelle Memorial (2 of 2) A.M. these bulletin boards one week in Hupp Corp.—Richard Wilcox P.M. Dow Chemical (4 of 4) A.M. advance of a company’s visit. Company Roy CG, Inuersoll Research Aba DuPont (4 of 4) A.M, folders likewise are placed in the racks Inland Steel Co. Ethyl Corp. (1 of 2) in the Engineering Placement Office, Johns Mansville Globe: Union Room 1150, one week in advance of Johnson Wax Green Bay Pkg. P.M, their visit. John Oster Mfg. P.M, Ingersoll Rand 

Ryerson P.M. Interstate Power P.M. Monday, October 11 Republic Steel Research (2 of 2) Koehring 
oe Whirlpool (2 of 2) Los Angeles County All Steel Equipment P.M. 

Mead Johnson (2 of 3) 

Fale ee PADS Monday, October 18 Merck & Co. P.M. ishor Governor a Charmin Paper (1 of 2) United Technology Hercules Powder, Allegany Ballistics Saas “a > Hinvis § f Publi él Crane Vilter Mfg. P.M. I inois State Dept of Public Works Crown Zellerbach Westinghouse (2 of 2) Martin—Denver & Baltimore . General Dynamica—Electric Boat Div. Pittsburgh Plate Glass (Chemicals ) Jahuson Service Monday, October 25 ee ae Kearaey & Tracker Abbott Labs (1 of 2) P.M. Stan a Engineering vr 1 £2 Motorola (1 of 2) Allen Braddley Unites! aAtreraft orl nt) Richfield Oil (1 of 2) P.M. American Oil United States pee (1s a Pa Scotts P.M. Chemical Abstract Service A.M. Chem- Bureau of Reclamation (1 of 2 cays) Shell Development (Calif.) A.M. istry; P.M. & P.M. Bascom 
Secony Mobil (1 of 2) Deere & Co. P.M. Tuesday, October 12 Sunbeam Dow Corning (1 of 2) Barber Colman Upjohn (1 of 2) Ethyl Corp. (2 of 2) ; PMC—Hudson Sharp P.M Coast & Geodetic A.M. General Electric (1 of 2) PhD’s General Electric (1 of 2) 

Goodyear Aerospace (1 of 2) Goodyear—Phd’s Tuesday, October 19 Goodyear Tire & Rubber (1 of 2) Hamilton Standard (1 of 2) Boeing (1 of 2) Ingersoll Milling Machine P.M. Link Belt Charmin Paper (2 of 2) Johnson & Johnson (1 of 2) A. M. Oilgear Consumers Power A.M. Mallinckrodt Chemicals (1 of 3) Raytheon (1 of 2) Dow Chemical (1 of 4) Perfex P.M. Swift & Co. PM. (1 of 2) DuPont (1 of 4) U.S. Rubber (1 of 2) P.M. Bureau of Reclamation (2 of 23 General Dynamics Woodward Governor A.M. 
Kohler (1 of 2) P.M. N.A.S.A. Ames Res. A.M. Wednesday, October 13 Motorola (2 of 2) A.M. 

y i , Shell Oil Development (Texas) (2 of 2) Tuesday, October 26 Allied) Chemical—PhD’s : senda Galifomity Sede Goverment Stauffer Chemicals A.M. Alcoa EATON 26UCE GOCerEH U.S. Rubber Research P.H. Amphenol Corp. (1 of 2) Carnes PLM, ef Resen nen A S Seman (a Newport News Shipbldg. Bell System (1 of 3) Central Hlinois Gas P.M. 
AT&T Continental Oil (1 of 2) Wednesday, October 20 Bell Labs Firestone ‘Tire & Rubber Research— 5 Me send : American Oil ($ of 2) Sandia PhD’s PM. pO a . 5 ‘ : Amoco Chemicals Western Electric General Electric (2 of 2) AM ag (HEED WiGGHRIA "Te héne Hamilton Standard (2 of 2) Boeing (2 of 2) «4 sconsin “Telephone . i a tute of Pay oe Che ~ try PM Continental Can Res. A.M. Esso Research & Engr. (1 of 4) i, ah oF cx OEY be Dow Chemical (2 of 4) Goodyear Aerospace A.M. (2 of 4) Kelso Hae mu Kaiser Chemicals A.M. Goodyear Tire & Rubber (2 of 2) AM. . “the So £2) AM M.L.T. Lincoln Labs Mallinckrodt Chemicale (2 of 3) AM. Unit a Aa: bi ~ Pan American Res. P.M. Standard Oil of California (1 of 4) Wa Ke G, me Road C isto: PAI Parker Hannifia P.M. Sundstrand (1 of 2) ayne County Road Commission P.M. Philos (Ford. Aeranationies) scauees October 27 

Phillips Petroleum (1 of 2) ednesday, October Thursday, October 14 Pure Oil (1 of 3) Bell System (2 of 3) Bendix Rockwell Standard P.M. Esso Research & Engr. (2 of 4) Collins Radio (1 of 2) Underwriters Labs Goss Co, P.M. Corning Glass—PhD’s A.M 
Sinclair (1 of 2) Corning Glass (1 of 2) Thursday, October 21 Standard Oil of Calif. (2 of 4) Fairbanks Morse Amer. Agr. Chem. P.M. Sundstrand (2 of 2) A.M. Cacral Millis (1 of 25 American Oil (2 of 2) if needed West Bend Co. Goodman Mfg. P.M Dayton Power & Light Nekoosa Edwards Dow Chemicals (3 of 4) Thursday, October 28 Republic Steel (1 of 2) Dow International American Cyanamid (1 of 2) A. M. Republic Steel Research (1 of 2) DuPont (3 of 4) Esso Research & Engr. (3 of 4) 
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WING ON CAMPUS, FIRST SEMESTER, 1965-66 

B. F. Goodrich Fansteel Matallurgical (1 of 2) Mead Corp. (2 of 2) P.M. 

Honeywell (1 of 2) General Foods Northern Natural Gas 

International Harvester (3 of 4) General Motors (3 of 4) Owens Illinois (2 of 2) if needed 

Marathon Electric P.M. Indiana Flood Control A.M. Procter & Gamble (2 of 2) 

Sinclair (2 of 2) 1.B.M. (2 of 2) Scott Paper (2 of 2) A.M. 

Standard Oil of Calif. (3 of 4) Seeburg P.M. UCC—Linde Div. A.M. (2 of 2) 

Torrington 
Waukesha Motors 

Wisconsin Public Service Friday, November 5 Wyandotte Chemicals A.M. 

A. C. Spark Plug (4 of 4) 

Friday, October 29 DeSoto Chemicals A.M. Monday, November 15 
Armco: Steel General Motors (4 of 4) Automatic Electric 

Beloit Corp. Manitowoc Engineering P.M. Automatic Electric Labs 

Cornell Aeronautical P.M. City of Detroit (1 of 2) AM. 
Falk Corp. Monday, November 8 Clark Dietz Painter & Assoc. 

Honeywell (2 of 2) Argonne Labs P.M. Consolidated Papers (1 of 2) 

Institute of Paper Chemistry P.M. Atlantic Refining (1 of 2) FMC—American Viscose (1 of 2) A.M. 

International Harvester (4 of 4) General Atomic Arthur D. Little A.M. 2 

McDonnell Aircraft (2 of 2) Hewlett Packard Monsanto Chemicals (1 of 2) 

Peoples Gas & Light A.M. Lubrisol P.M. North American Aviation (1 of 3) P.M. 

Pillsbury A.M. National Distillers Atomics 

Standard Oil of California (4 of 4) Radio Corp. of America (1 of 2) Autonetics 

Stauffer Chemicals—PhD’s—Chemistry Reynolds Metals (1 of 2) Los Angeles 

Socony Research (N.J.) (1 of 3) Rocketdyne 

Monday, November 1 Union Carbide Chemicals (1 of 2) Space & Information . 

. Wisconsin Power & Light (1 of 2) Malco Chemicals A.M. (1 of 2) 

Bemis Bros. Bag Z : Wisconsin State Highway Universal Oil Products 
Conminer Corp. of America (1 of 2) “ UCC—Chemicals—PhD’s (1 of 2) 

eo beans (1 of 2) PM. parenigs November 9 Gof 8) West Virginia Pulp & paper 

Douglas Aircraft & Missiles (1 of 2) cher Vamiels Niucsang Q 

General Telephone (1 of 3) A.M. Babcock & Wilcox Tuesday, November 16 

Rocker Chemical Caterpiller (1 of 2) Chrysler (2 divisions ) 

Hughes Aircraft Chicago Bridge & Iron Eastman Kodak (1 of 2) 

Shell Companies (1 of 3) Emerson Electric Gulf Research & Development 

Texas Instruments (1 of 2) RCA (2 of 2) AM. - M.W. Kellogs PIM: , 

U.S. Naval Ordnance A.M. (China Reynalds Metals (2 of 2) AM. Minnesota Mining & Mfg. (1 of 4) 

Lake) Square D (1 of 2) Monsanto Chemicals (2 of 2) 

A. E. Staley P.M. (2 of 2) Nalco Chemicals (2 of 2) if needed 

Union Carbide Chemicals (2 of 2) National Cash Register A.M. 

Tuesday, November 2 ; North American Aviation (2 of 3) 

Louis Allis Co. ; Wednesday, November 10 5 divisions 

American Can (1 of 3) American Electric Power 
Chryster Outboard P.M. Caterpillar Q of 2) Wednesday, November 17 

Douglas Aircraft & Missiles (2 of 2) Owens Corning Fiberglass A.M. American Air Filter 

AM. . Snap-on-Tools Clinton Corn Progessing P.M. 

Firestone Tire & Rubber (2 of 3) Square D (2 of 2) Eastman Kodak (2 of 2) 

General Motors Corp. (1 of 4) Texaco Univac (1 of) Factory Mutual Engr. 

Hail Co. (1 of 2) ak Xerox P.M. Harnischfeger (2 of 2) 

Shell Companies (2 0f 3) U.S.D.A—Soil Conservation P.M. Geo. A. Hormel (2 of 2) AM 
Swift & Co, Research (1 of 2) P.M. U'S. Ait Foree (2 of 2) International Minerals (2 of 2) A.M. 
U.S. Navy—Bureau of Yards & Docks Anderson Clayton Minnesota Mining @& Mie. (2 of 4) 

AM. North American Aviation—PhD's 5. divi- 

Thursday, November 11 sions (3 of 3) 

Wednesday, November 3 Amsted Industries (1 of 2) P.M. d rane Co, (1 of 3) 

A.C. Spark (2 0f 4) Atlantic Research (1 of 2) cecnith 
American Can (= OF ¢ Burroughs 

City of Milwaukee Chevron Research (1 of 2) Thursday, November 18 
Firestone Tire & Rubber (3 of 3) AM Celanese Corp. P.M. Continental Oil Co. 

General Motors (2 of 4) Ford Motor (1 of 2) Control Data 

Interlake Stecl A.M. Jet Propulsion Labs AcM: Fabri-Tek A.M. 
1.B.M. (1 of 2) Jostens P.M. Hlinois Tool A.M. 

Eli Lilly (1 of 2) P.M. ‘Owens Ilinois (1 of 2) Kimberly Clark (3 of 4) 
Minnesota State Highway Parke Davis (1 of 2) A.M. New York Central RR P.M. 

Outboard Marine Procter & Gamble (1 of 2) Olin (1 of 2) 

Applied Physics Labs (1 of 2) P.M. Sete Paper (oF 2) Sherwin Williams P.M. 
UCC—Linde Div. (1 of 2) Trane Co. (2 of 3) 

Thursday, November 4 Central Intelligence Agency (3 of 3) reyeeree i i OL of 2 

A. C. Spark (3 of N.A.S.A.—Lewis Research of 2) 

tS ee es oe 2) Friday, November 12 St. Regis Paper 

American Can (3 of 3) A.M. Allis Chalmers . 

Baxter Labs (2 of 2) A.M. Bechtel Friday, November 19 

Commonwealth Edison P.M Brunswick (2 of 2) P.M. Acrospace Corp. A.M. 

Congolium Mairn P.M. Chevron Research (2 of 2) Kimberly Clark (4 of 4) 

Eaton Mfg. A.M. Ford Motor (2 of 2) U.S. Geological Survey 
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ask Rover. 

Ask about the Rover-B.R.M. A radical car with a rear- floor, maintain constant electrical properties at missile speeds, mounted gas turbine engine. One of the 51 cars that started at save weight without sacrificing strength, bring the stars close Le Mans this year. One of only 14 with the stamina to finish. to an astronomer’s eye, bend, not bend, break, not break. It’s Ask Rover about the engine’s unique heat exchanger that the most versatile basic material in the world today. doubled miles per gallon of fuel. They’ll tell you it was made of For solutions to their materials problems, industry and gov- a Corning-developed glass-ceramic trademarked CERCOR®. ernment are coming to Corning. Because Corning is the glass- 
Nocl Penny, the engine’s designer, states: “The low coeffi- master. It’s a broad, international company, with one of the cient of expansion, low thermal conductivity, high specific heat most daring, expert and imaginative research and engineering and economic feasibility of CERCOR glass-ceramic made it the staffs in the world. Plus, a marketing principle that commits logical choice for the Rover, with a much better prospect for them to developing products only in areas where a need exists future gas turbine engines than any metal counterpart.” and no product does. 
Today glass can do jobs that metals can’t—and more. Much If you know a company with a technological problem, or a more. It can withstand the awesome pressures at the ocean’s bright engineer looking for a future, mention Corning. 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
CORNING, NEW YORK 
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To Conti To L And Grow o Continue lo Learn An YOW... 

. .. is a basic management philosophy at Delco Radio employes through the popular Tuition Refund Program. 

Division, General Motors Corporation. Since its in- College graduates will find exciting and challenging 

ception in 1936, Delco Radio has continually expanded programs in the development of germanium and silicon 

and improved its managerial skills, research facilities, devices, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative packag- 

and scientific and engineering team. ing of semiconductor products, development of labora- 

At Delco Radio, the college graduate is encouraged tory equipment, reliability techniques, and applications 

to maintain and broaden his knowledge and skills and manufacturing engineering. 

through continued education. Toward this purpose, If your interests and qualifications lie in any of these 

Delco maintains a Tuition Refund Program. Designed areas, you’re invited to write for our brochure detailing 

to fit the individual, the plan makes it possible for an the opportunities to share in forging the future of 

eligible employee to be reimbursed for tuition costs of electronics with this outstanding Delco-GM team. 

spare time courses studied at the university or college Watch for Delco interview dates on your campus, or 

level. Both Indiana University and Purdue University write to Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco 

offer educational programs in Kokomo. In-plant gradu- Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, 

ate training programs are maintained through the off- Indiana. 

campus facilities of Purdue University and available to An equal opportunity employer 

solid state electronics @ 

fy Detco RApio DIVISION OF GENERAL MoTORS 

\X J Koxomo, INDIANA 
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William B. Winter, University of Wis- Glen R. Schaefer has been assigned to James L. Murphy will serve aboard consin engineering graduate has taken serve aboard the ship Surveyor after be- the shiv Explorer, which will be en- over the position of vice-president manu- ing commissioned an Ensign in the En- gaged in a year long study dealing with facturing at Bucyrus—Erie Company, vironmental Science Services Administra- actions of the Gulf stream. effective August 31, 1965. tion, U.S. Department of Commerce. 

i a ae 4) J. L. BUCKMASTER, CE '27 a Be : 
es | oO : 

, | - pf GIVEN SERVICE AWARD _ y Phe 
_ — haat Cee 
i 7. a. James L, Buckmaster, a Civil Engi- oo Tie | er neering graduate of the class of 1927, @ . a i i a4 

* dais | — 
i ho F was recently presented with a distin- oo ee r Noe 

i . oO > " - 
Hl ; guished service award by Secretary > Nae 

Udall of the Devartment of Interior. os oS sot , \ He received this award uvon retire- —— a ment after completing 36 years of out- uaa y a standing contributions to the United AL , oy oe Geological Survey and surveying and one la mapping instrumentation field. The Ed | om. Lal award is the highest honor given by the ee & 
Bengt H. Mattson, staff engineer for Geological Survey. James W. Martin has recently been the Bureau of Yards and Docks, recently 

elected Vice President-Engineering, for passed the state examination necessary 
Bucyrus-Erie Company, South Milwau- for recognition as a Wisconsin registered kee, Wisconsin. engineer, 
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Where will you stand 10 years 

from today, when half of what you now 
know becomes obsolete? 

Right now you're steeped in the latest we've found it's the best way for Your first opportunity with IBM starts 

technologies. But 10 years from now IBM to grow. with your placement officer. And with 

half of this knowledge will be obsolete. Today IBM is a leader in science the IBM interviewers when they come 

And half of what you will need to know ond technaloay. A. dynaniccompeny to your campus. See them—and learn 

isn't even available today. whose: people end sestems ene ae why you won't stand still at IBM. 

To keep up, you'll have to spend work on almost everything newinthe For more information, or if 

an increasing amount of your time in world today. The discovery of new you missed our interviewers, write to: 

professional study. hayes se eee eT Manager of College Relations 

That's another good reason for joining eaters wrens of problems IBM IBM Corporate Headquarters 

IBM. We offer you a broad choice of i eae . Armonk, New York 10504 

educational programs—from on-job a8 a Sone i aaa oe . E 10 ity E 

training to graduate study programs you rihout technologically ie ‘a IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

supported by the company. throughout your career—and provides 

you with real opportunity for 

We want to help you grow because advancement, @ 
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Electronic Traffic Control counts and determines the speed of _ gineers for determining where, 
(Continued from page 17) vehicles traveling the busy tollway. when, and if a specific road should 

: At the New Jersey Turnpike Au- be widened or otherwise improved 
6) Compare the computed and thority headquarters building in to expedite the flow of traffic. Since 

elapsed green times and if New Brunswick, direct reading a road is usually designed to ac- 
they are equal, send out the meters display the speed and vol- — commodate the anticipated traffic 
necessary pulse to change ume of traffic as well as accumu- volume that would exist during the 
the signal. If they are not lated total number of hours of cer- 30th busiest hour of a year, when 
equal, pass on to the next tain preselected traffic volumes. the meter shows more than 29 ac- 
intersection. Three radar sensing units, one cumulated hours when traffic vol- 

7) If a signal change was or- suspended over each of the three ume was in excess of 100% ca- dered, check the monitor to southbound lanes of the turnpike pacity, it is an indication that the 
make sure it took place. If it near Linden, New Jersey, count road is inadequate under present 
did not, repeat the order and, the number of vehicles traveling standards. 
if still no result, return the in their respective lanes and also While the New Jersey Turnpike 
signal to local control and report the speed of these vehicles. Authority uses only radar sensing 
notify the operator. This information is transmitted units and computers in its traffic 

5 . : over leased telephone circuits in monitoring system, it is quite pos- 
Fortunately, one feature of com- the form of audio tones to the sible that television will be put into puter control is that it is very turnpike headquarters building. In _ use where the turnpikes go through 

largely self evaluating. Since all in- the headquarters building three metropolitan areas. Such an addi- coming : information and outgoing Electro-Matic Traffic Monitors, one tion will give America its first fully instructions are recorded, these can for each lane, receive the data and electronically controlled highway later be analysed to give close es- graphically record the traffic vol- and further expansion will largely 
timates of travel time, delays and ume and average vehicle speed for depend on the success achieved 
congestion, and traffic volumes. each lane. here. END 
These computed _Tesults can be Instead of having to use tedious confirmed from time to time by . : : : manual methods to determine how | speed and delay and other studies hours per year trathe volume oO i Navi ‘ carried out on a routine basis at Many DOurs Per year Hale volume mni avigation selected locations reached capacity, or even overload (Continued f — 

. ” conditions, this information is ob- vontinued from page 20) 
tained by merely reading the num- ings. Suppose we were starting 

APPLICATION OF AN ELECTRON- — hers on the elapsed time meters. from Catalina harbor and _travel- 
ICALLY CONTROLLED TRAFFIC Thus, traffic volume information, ing to Isthmus Cove. We would 

CONTROL SYSTEM up to date as of the moment, may first set a course of 175° out of 
Because of the great expense be obtained without any manual — Catalina Harbor. We would then 

and inaccurate results obtained by calculations or guesses. It is con- tune our Omnigator to station SXC 
manual methods the New Jersey tinuously available and without at 111.6 mc on Catalina Island. 
Turnpike Authority is now using — errors since it misses no vehicles When we intersected radial 280 
electronics for traffic surveillance. at all. Such information is  es- we would sail directly along this 
Radar, instead of the human eye, pecially valuable to traffic en- radial until we intersected radial 

185 from station LAX (1136) 
which is located at Los Angeles In- 
ternational Airport. We would then 

_- Sail along this radial until radial Se 295 from Santa Catalina was in- 
fo : oo eee tersected. From this point a course ii mee ccc, : of 90°, or directly east, would be 

oll aie |p The G0? couse would be h ‘ld ee = ] rs eo - ay ‘he course wou e he 
4 wal | eer | / oe until the 320 radial from Catalina i - fai os ie J | =f was intersected. From this point 
ry ur a a a oo Gigs a course of 192° would bring us 
f | i 4. aS ee Bel Pe Bee, Lee oe directly into anchorage in Isthmus 
eo ae y oe eli 1 engl SE | Cove. Again this navigation could 

aa Lal Sf arr Giese s, ct Ramee) Ml /: have been done with a conven- 
et 2 NE ey a | ie if tional direction finder. However, it 

are me aa ot i. | | Wig could not have been done as 
ce So PS a quickly, safely and as easily. Cata- ‘ : gn “ib et lina has a daytime radio station 

weet) : al and a low-power radio beacon on 
were 1 the far side of the island. Due to 

“ ae the terrain of the island both of 
i these would be inaccurate and 

Figure 3.—Computer center for Congress Expressway in Chicago. averaging would have to be done 
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to get reliable bearings. The high beam bending problems. With an stations can be marked on any 

frequency Omni signals are line of | RDF the bearings must be aver- marine chart from the information 

sight and could be blocked at times _ aged as mentioned in the example. on Aeronautical Sectional Charts, 

by the terrain. However, they are = With Omni this is unnecessary. which are available at any airport. 

much less susceptible to bending As in the first example, it is not Lines of position can easily be 

and interference and would be necessary to maintain an_ exact plotted on the charts by use of a 

much more reliable. course. Using Omni the boat's posi-__ transparent azimuth circle which 

tion can easily be determined even is supplied by Triton. 

ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS — When Only one Omni station can 
OF OMNI be received. Since the bearing is CONCLUSION 

determined by the station, yaw- 

In the two previous examples it ing, rolling, or changes in course At this point it is up to reader 

has been shown that the Omni sys- have no effect on the bearing. Also, to decide whether the Omni _ sys- 

tem is more accurate, easier and since high frequencies are not ef- tem offers enough advantages to 

faster to operate, and can be gen- fected by metal masts or rigging offset the cost of $895. For the 

erally more effective than conven- —_and_ generator or other electrical boatman who operates his boat on 

tional navigation. The Omni has interference, the bearings will be the coastlines or on the Great 

other advantages that have only more accurate than conventional Lakes—Omni might be just what 

been touched upon and also some _ hearings. he needs. 

limitations. The greatest limitation of Omni In many areas where the Omni 

The Omni stations send out a would be its range. It would be system offers complete coverage of 

very high frequency signal which _ useless to someone who navigates the shoreline the Triton Marine 

limits the range of Omni to 50 to more than 100 miles from shore | Omnigator could be used by itself. 

100 miles from shore depending and in some cases more than 50 — In other areas where coverage is 

upon the height of the station. The miles from shore. Also, it is not sparse the Omnigator could be 

line of sight transmissions can’t possible to take a bearing on used in conjunction with a RDF 

penetrate rough terrain like that another ship and there is no broad- with very good results, In the near 

found on Catalina Island. On the cast band for entertainment or ad- future the Omni system will offer 

other hand, the high frequency of — ditional weather information. complete coverage up to 100 miles 

Omni eliminated such problems The final consideration is that from shore. Then the Omni system 

known as shoreline effect, sky ef- of charts. No special charts are will truly be a modern navigation 

ect, and night effect, which are all needed since the location of Omni system for boatmen. END 
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Prepare now for your future in highway : FT, | libs 
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engineering...get the facts on The Asphalt |: | | | eae 
. . es = > > 

Institute’s new computer-derived method i Le ee 
ini i Eber ey eae 

for ie ene one of Asphalt : eo ; EEL am 

2 ®. aad a 
pavements Tor roads and streets 2 se ‘ pee — 

Today, as more and more states turn to modern Deep- PS - Ce ~ — 

Strength* Asphalt pavement for their heavy-duty highways, 3 Lae tT | bauvasene sunstTuvions HABE MADE | 

county and local roads, there is a growing demand for engi- + wee BOTT TI) cesicn raarnic etcoo is twenty veans | 

neers with a solid background in the fundamentals of Asphalt . Et [ 

feclinolopy and consicuction, + . Thickness Design Charts like this (from the MS-1 manual) 

Help to prepare yourself now for this challenging future by are used in this new computer-derived method. This chart 

getting the latest information on the new Thickness Design enables the design engineer quickly to determine the 

Method developed by The Asphalt Institute. Based on exten- over-all Asphalt pavement thickness required, based on 

sive statistical evaluations performed on the IBM 1620 and projected traffic weight and known soil conditions. 

the mammoth IBM 7090 computers, accurate procedures for Pr 7 

determining road and street structural requirements have | THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE | 

been developed. | College Park, Maryland | 

All the facts on this new method are contained in The As- | : | 
. > : * . | Please send me your free student library on Asphalt con- | 

phalt Institute’s Thickness Design manual (MS-1). This help- | struction and technology, including full details on your | 

ful manual and much other valuable information are included | new Thickness Design Method. | 

in the free student library on Asphalt construction and tech- | \ame Glass | 

nology now offered by The Asphalt Institute. Write us today. | ee 

*Asphalt Surface on Asphalt Base AI ! $00 

Kray adress 

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE | ct | 
NEY, | city State 

% College Park, Maryland Se Ua ret treed 
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IF LOCATION is important to you in choosing your first job, why not talk to the company that has 
130 plants and research centers throughout the U.S.A., as well as scores of sales offices from 
coast to coast? Your placement office can tell you when our interviewer will be on campus.



Caterpillar searches for uncommon quality... 

in people and products. 

What do you really know about Caterpillar? 

You think of Caterpillar as a yellow machine, the most modern in the world. 

crawling along a muddy road. That’s all? You’ve got to imagine engineers, too. 

Think again. Mechanical, chemical, industrial, metallur- 

Put 49,000 skilled people on that ma- gical, agricultural, electrical, civil . . . every 

chine. Add 16 manufacturing plants, in both kind of engineer good schools produce. 

hemispheres, to your image. Caterpillar has an important position for 

Still not close enough. all of them. 

Make that muddy road ten thousand You might check into Caterpillar leader- 

roads. Mountainous. Jungle. Desert. Snow- ship in the world’s business community. We 

covered. Base camp bouncers in Africa. stood 48th on the latest list of ‘500 largest : 

Nation spanners in South America. Hill- manufacturers,” and we’re one of the top 

and-dalers across Canada. Construction site five exporters in the United States. 

hair-raisers, so far beyond the reach of cities Ask your placement office for informa- 

that only the Cat representative bothers to tion on Caterpillar. Find out about some of 

describe them. the many contributions Cat research engi- 

Not one yellow machine. Thousands. neers have made in many more fields than 

Not one Cat representative. An army of earthmoving. 

them. And a world-wide network of parts Got it? There’s a scope of operations 

suppliers. here that makes Caterpillar a good place to 

You’ve got to think of design. Manu- put your life. If you agree, get in touch. We 

facturing. Sales. And research—an average certainly need what you have to offer! 

of $40 million a year, spent on research. 

(In 1964 it was $45 million). Big testing CAT E R Pl LLAR 

ground facilities. Technical centers, among Caterpillar and Cat are Registered Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co. 

“An Equal Opportunity Employer” 

Caterpillar Tractor Co., General Offices, Peoria, Illinois + Caterpillar Americas Co., Peoria, Illinois + Caterpillar Overseas S.A., Geneva + Caterpillar of Australia Pty. Ltd., 

Melbourne + Caterpillar Brasil S.A., Sao Paulo + Caterpillar Tractor Co., Ltd., Glasgow + Caterpillar of Canada Ltd., Toronto + Caterpillar France S.A., Grenoble + 

Caterpillar (Africa) (Pty.) Ltd., Johannesburg « Caterpillar Mexicana S.A. de C.V., Monterrey + Caterpillar Mitsubishi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan « Tractor Engineers Ltd., Bombay, India 
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Career on Your Mind? 

Think Future. Think Celanese. If you're ambitious, flexible, Financial Reward. We know of no other company better and imaginative—and if you're well trained in chemistry, able, or more disposed, to satisfy these needs. Working with chemical and mechanical engineering, physics, marketing Celanese, you'll have the chance to grow and broaden or accounting — you're our man. quickly. 

Why Celanese? You'll be working for a company that’s grow- Sound good? If you feel you can perform in our demanding ing fast—and “plans” to keep growing. 1964 sales rose environment, it should. Discuss us with your faculty and more than 25% to over $700 million. Our future “planned” Placement Office now, then plan to see our representative growth depends on our ability to attract top-notch people when he is on your campus. Or write to: Matthew Park, Jr., who have the drive and desire to aim for that second billion. Supervisor of University Recruitment, Celanese Corporation What makes you tick? Responsibility. of America, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, Authority. Professional Recognition. es New York, 10036. 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Industrial Engineering 
(Continued from page 25) 

sponses for communication — pat- ‘ 

terns, industrial dynamic simula- Index ot Adv 

tion of organizational activities, etc. ertisers 

Computer as a laboratory. Infor- 

mation processing, heuristic line 

balancing, etc Allied icals » etc. ied Chemicals ..............-.--0000-5 
Students will be motivated in oeesos BB 

their research by the reality of the 4 : 
management system classification American Oil Company ...................-.... 8 

with which they are dealing even 

though their research may not al- Asphalt Institute... 0.0.0... 0... eee 43 

ways involve direct physical ex- 

perimentation. Caterpillar Tractor ....0..0..0 000000 e eee eee 45 

What Is Wisconsin Doing in IE for 

the First Time, Applying Broader CGIATIESE: ecru: ue SEER ERE RS PUM Oe eas aR RE OHS 39 

Sciences, or Unifying the Pro- 

fessional Objective as Man- . nce 
darian Systerte Design? Coriing Glass: ......ccszcangwmeescevscsnwmmcens. BB 

The latter, creating a unified ‘ 
professional objective of manage- Delco Radio . 0.0... 00. c cece cee ee eee eee 46 

ment systems design, Other out- 

standing institutions are teaching, Douglas Aircraft ©0022... 0065 e eee eee 35 

in addition to the engineering 

sciences, systems, and mathe- Du Pont 5 

matics, the new sciences in human see oeeswmammmmen ERE EER ES arse sees ean 

factors, operations research, and . 

organization and administrative Eastman Kodak ...............-. Inside Back Cover 

sciences. They do this as a series 

of techniques and theories without Hughes Aircraft... 00.0.6. 0 ees 10 

relation to a basic objective. A stu- 

dent (usually at the graduate General Electric ................ Outside Back Cover 
level) may still obtain his edu- 

cation through the IE program at 

Wisconsin in any of these specific |S) ree ee 41 

techniques or bodies of knowledge, 

although the professional practi- Worsanto wcnncrvscusnnowmunensse¢3hsmmegrerss Of 

tioner of IE (usually at the un- 

dergraduate level) will be oriented N 
c 

toward MSD. Motorola eccucceccusancomaeceactenaabmaggeress 9 

In addition, IE in the past has . . 

more often proclaimed rather than Olin-Mathieson .......0.0 00000000 e cece e ees QT 

demonstrated the basic sciences 

and theories that underly its ac- Phillips Petroleum ........-.0 20002000 s seer sees 2 

tivity. This is not true today, es- 

pecially for the program at Wis- 2 
¢ 

emia’ Hee the ‘program will Shell Oil Company .........00.0 00002 e eee ee 82 

clearly utilize fundamental yet . . 

broad scientific and engineering Union Carbide ........ 000000 c cece ee eee eee ee 

principles. 

Industrial Engineering has tradi- U.S. Air Force .....0. 0000 c ect eee ee & 

tionally conjured an image of man- 

ufacturing whereas management 5 . . 

gystems occur everywhere and in- U.S. Rubber Company ..........0-0.0.-0202++- 31 

clude manufacturing systems. Thus . 

breadth through a unified ob- Western Electric .......0.000 0000 eee 26 

jective is obtained. 

Further details about the IE pro- Westinghouse ..................-Inside Front Cover 

gram may be obtained by contact- 

ing the Chairman, Industrial En- Xe C ti 3 

gineering Division, University of erox Orporation .....--- ee eee eee tts 

Wisconsin, 1513 University Ave., 

Madison, Wisconsin 53705. 
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“L shall now illustrate what I Patrolman: “It’s a stall. I “Be quiet, stupid! We're almost have on my mind,” said the E.E. searched his pockets and found at the draft board.” 
Prof. as he erased the board. money in them.” eae 

° 
a Fie “ > * te fter feeling his h Papa Bear: “Who’s been drink- MOTTOS: After feeling is way around the ing my beer?” 

lamp post a few times, the sozzled Mz Bear: “Who’s been drink Freshman Girl: Mother knows student muttered, “It’s no use, I'm es “a. bas 0s been drink- 
best. walled in.” IS May Deer! “ . 

Sophomore Girl: Death before eee Baby Bear: “Barf. 
dishonor. Two young sisters had been eae 

unior Girl: Nothing ventured, given parts in a Christmas play at sre’e one coneolatinn: Tf a ote . é I . S Bay There’s one consolation: If a girl nothing gained. school. At dinner that night they doesn’t like her own figure she can Senior Girl: Boys will be boys. got into an argument as to who always lump it. 
an had the most important role. Jody, 

| . aged 11, was very superior. eee Angry F ather: What do you “Why, of course mine’s the big- The boss was chasing his secre- . y g 8 mean by bringing my rine tha gest part,” she told five-year-old tary as usual. He suggested, “Let’s Loni at this hour of the morn- Licey. “Anybody’'ll tell you its go up to my apartment tonight.” 
mg? : much harder to be a virgin than She answered, “I am very didac- Engineer: “Have to be in class an angel.” tic and pithy in ‘my refusal of your by cight. coe ee h very. decogateey vituperative and 

: A Boston spinster was shocked vitriolic proposition.” A drunk fell on his net flask by the lanewage wséd by:workmen He wae a don't get it.” 
and smashed it, naturally lacerat- we eg as zi . . ing his rear end Unon arriving hone teens eae fhe 1 a She answered, “That’s what I've Ge eer . 3 iome, so s rote to the tele- : . » home, he was afraid to awaken his phone company. The manager iin? been trying to tell you. 
wife, so he procured band-aids and mediately asked the foreman on eee 

mirror and proceeded to apply the job to make a report and here’s Found on a fall registration card first aid. Came dawn, and his twite what the foreman said: of a freshman engineering student: shook him and shouted: “Were you Hn os aye 5. net nioht?” Spike Williams and me were Name of Parents: Mommy and drunk last night? on 
‘ . on this job. I was up on the pole Daddy. 
“Why no!” reassured her soggy and accidentally let the hot lead , ore spouse. oe 1 the wif fall on Spike—and it went down A woman got on the train with 
Oh, yeah?” yellec Oia ic his neck. Then Spike looked up at three sets of twins. When the con- 

San vee oe i bandeds Wane and said: ‘Really, Harry, you —_ ductor came by for the tickets he ing on the mirror! must be more careful.’ look at them in astonishment. “Do oo o 
eee 

g or i you mean to say you get twins 
Police Sergeant: “College stu- “Gee Mom,” he complained, every time?” he asked. 

dent, eh?” “None of the other guys are wear- “Oh, no,” she replied. “Hundreds 
Prisoner: “Yes, sir.” ing lipstick!” of times we don’t get anything.” 
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We have become quite important in the laser art. We In due time he will be surprised to learn about some 

take much pleasure in the recognition accorded us for of the businesses we expect to be in then. As a thought- 

contributions in materials and technology to super- ful person, he will be pleased to see how they relate to 

power infrared lasers for surgery. Our laser work will the genuine needs (not just the frivolities) of the living 

be absorbing some of the physicists, electrical engineers, human beings in a peace-based society. In duc time he 

and perhaps even mechanical engineers among those will be phased in when the fundamental research now 

who will be joining us from the campus in a few more in progress is ready for the enginecring that will make 

months. Others of these Class of 1966 engineers we it practical. 

shall soon have working in technologies that they have Don’t expect to read all the details in an ad. Get in 

never even heard of before signing on. touch with us. By a wise carly choice of employer it is 

Great! But before he does sign, the kind of chap who still possible to enjoy the immediacy and the amenities 

particularly interests us is sharp enough to give a of acarcer in industry without a heavy price in personal 

thought to 1976. So do we. We fear technological ob- technological obsolescence. 

solescence too, and his 1976 is our 1976. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

Business and Technical Personnel Department / Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: Rochester, N.Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex. 
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DRIVE POWER by General Electric: one section of Bethlehem Steel Corporation’s new mill at Burns Harbor, Indiana. 

‘oie | | : meme ea ~< Vode 
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INDUSTRY CONTROL engineer Bob Vaughn, Vir- PRINTED CIRCUIT PROCESS heart of automatic CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS for d-c motors ginia Polytechnic Inst., worked on drives, control, was checked by Glenn Keller, Lehigh were met by Jim Johnson, U. of Cincinnati, on control and the new SCR armature regulator, U., on the Manufacturing Program at Specialty a Technical Marketing Program assignment at from design through installation. Control Department. Large Generator & Motor Department. 

A PREVIEW OF YOUR CAREER AT GENERAL ELECTRIC: 

Automating a Complete Steel Mill 

The automation of Bethlehem Steel Corporation’s new Burns tributions are quickly recognized. And, these become starting 
Harbor, Indiana, cold rolled and plate mills is another giant points to new discoveries and opportunities. Write us now— 
step toward meeting the demands for stepped-up steel or talk with your placement officer—to define your career 
production. General Electric is uniquely equipped to supply interest with General Electric. Section 699-14, Schenectady, 
all the bits and pieces of automation, and to call on and N. Y. (An Equal Opportunity Employer) 
integrate the skills of more than 120 business departments 
—skills that run the gamut of specialized and systems engi- Progress /s Our Most /mportant Product 
neering, manufacturing and technical marketing. Whatever 
the projects at General Electric, and they are legion, a small- G E N E R A L E L E C T R ] C 
company atmosphere is maintained, so that individual con- 
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